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INTRODUCTION
A student would hardly have to read Macchiavelli's The Prince in order to be convinced that
national self-interest has been the prime consider
ation in the formulation of a nation's foreign pol
icy.

This all-important factor is seldom or never

subordinated to other considerations.

The personal

relations or friendships that existed between leaders
of different nations generally count for little when
compared with national interests.

This truism, however,

may be modified by the belief that in international re
lations the reality of a personal friendship between
heads of state may dispose a monarch or a president to
see his country's self-interest served in cooperation
with a friend , especially since no statesman can fore
tell with exactitude all the ramifications of his ac
tions.

Certainly the seemingly natural friendship be

tween the United States and Great Britain, personified
by Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Winston Churchill,
has been a factor in international politics for a half
century.

This friendship has even survived the cogent

criticism that London wields disproportionate influ
ence on American foreign policy in an era which has

V
witnessed the decline of the British Empire.

Perhaps

even the personal popularity King Edward VII en,joyed
with the Parisians can be cited as a contributing
factor to the Entente Cordiale of 1904 though it is
true that other factors were much more important.
The study of the personal relationship between
Theodore Roosevelt and Wilhelm II suggests itself
for several reasons.

Certainly each man was as

colorful a personality as any produced by his times.
Moreover, there was sufficient similarity between
the two men to arouse curiosity as to how they re\

acted to each other.

Although their face-to-face

confrontations were limited to two closely-spaced
occasions, their frequent communications concerning
■diplomatic and personal matters enabled them to meet
not as strangers but as friends.

Mutual friends and

the press served to keep them informed of each other's
activities.

Also, because the ambassadors exchanged

between Germany and the United States were personal
representatives of the respective heads of state,
particularly so in the case of German Ambassador
Herman Speck von Sternburg, the contact between
Roosevelt and the Kaiser was more extensive than is
often supposed.
But it is not only their personal significance

vi
that makes this study worthwhile.

The two nations

they headed were also going through critical periods.
Roosevelt's America endured a civil war while he
was a youth and had crone on to become a world power
in his lifetime and he was fated to play an impor
tant role in directing America's energies abroad.
During Wilhelm's youth, the German Empire had been
forged by the sure grip of Prince Bismarck, trans
forming Germany into the master of centra]. Europe.
As Wilhelm reached adulthood, Germany was embarking
on an imperialist proeram which under Wilhelm as

\

Emperor was to challenge Great Britain's maritime
supremacy and to threaten the European balance of
power with final destruction.
mark on their age.

Both men left their

Roosevelt and the Kaiser were

born only three months apart from each other1 and
the former's death on January 6, 1919 was approximately
two months after the Kaiser bad abdicated his ancestral
throne and fled to Holland.

Although Wilhelm was

to live on in exile for more than three decades, his
public life ended as abruptly as Roosevelt's breath.
The ex-president was characteristically active to the

■^Roosevelt was born on October 27, 1858, while
Wilhelm entered the world accompanied by a 101 gun
salute on January 27, 1859.
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end, thus it may be said they entered and exited
from this world at the same time.

Their lifetimes

covered a period that set the stage for the history
of the United States ancL Germany down to the present,
one becoming a "super-power", the other a defeated,
tragic nation twice crushed in her effort to gain
"super" status.
This thesis will be an exposition of the per
sonal relationship and friendship between Theodore
Roosevelt and the Kaiser.

The first part of the

study will be devoted to a comparison of the two
\
men and of some of their opinions on pertinent sub
jects.

Roosevelt und aer Kaiser by Evelene Peters

will be the subject of a critique which forms the
second chapter.

The final chapter is concerned with

the course of their relationship during Roosevelt's
time as President of the United States and after
till 1910.

The selection of the year 1910 as the

terminating date of the interest of this thesis was
determined by the fact that their relationship dimin
ished in importance after that date.

In spite of the

significance that both Roosevelt and Wilhelm attached
to their meeting, there is no evidence that they
communicated with each other after 1910.

References

to pertinent comments made by Roosevelt or the Kaiser

V.lll

after the year of their visit are cited in order to
support conslusions regarding the nature and course
of their relationship.
A word on the sources used for this paper is in
order here.

The most variable source for tracing

this subject has been Roosevelt's voluminous letters,
both published and unpublished.

Secondary sources

have also been utilized to a large extent but generally
these books were written by reputable authors and, in
most cases, were thoroughly documented. Government
documents, regretfully, have not been as useful as
the writer had hoped.

The published German documents

covering the period in question are not extensive on
German-American relations.

^he United States Depart

ment of State documents were both difficult to secure
for extended study and rather disappointing since the
published volumes contain only three references to
the personal views or activities of the Kaiser.

The

problems encountered with official documents is miti
gated somewhat by the fact that the nature of the sub
ject dictated, that official government communications
would shed less light than personal letters.
A few words of acknowledgement are also appropriate.
The careful and, above all, patient counseling of Dr.
Arthur G. Umscheid is deeply appreciated.

Dr. Allan
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M. Schleich has offered encouragement and suggestions
as well as acting as a sounding-board for ideas
during the painful process of setting down on paper
the results of much research and thought.

CHAPTER T

A COMPARISON OP ROOSEVELT AND THE KAISER
The beet testimony to the similarities be
tween Theodore Roosevelt and Kaiser Wilhelm II
comes from their contemporaries.

In an ape when

travel between North America and Europe was be
coming increasingly easier there were many repu
table people who knew, or at least observed, both
fnen first-hand.

The Kaiser was even quite proud

to think that he was considered like Roosevelt in
many ways."
Regarding their physical appearance, Nicholas
Murray Butler, the long-time President of Columbia
University, has written that he found Roosevelt and
the Kaiser, "alike in physical build, with the same
strong, stocky structure of bone and muscle, and the
same well-tanned complexion from much exposure to the
air."

2

The more substantial similarities of Roosevelt

and Wilhelm were s\ibt
iect to frequent comparison by*
2

'Howard K. Beale, Theodore Roosevelt and the
Rise of America to World Power. (Baltimore: John
Hopkins University Press, 1956), p. 441.
2Ibid.

2
diplomats who knew them both.

John Morley, an

English "Radical" anti a member of several British
Cabinets, wrote to James Bryce, British Ambassador
to Washington during a portion of Roosevelt's admin
istration, that while talking with Wilhelm in 1908
he "...was constantly reminded by his tone and
ways of your illustrious neighbor at the White House.
Only the German is a good deal less solid in his
7,

vehemence."^

The very forceful manner in which both

men expressed themselves in private conversation as
well as in public speeches was not unobserved by
\
Jules Jusserand, the French Ambassador to Washington,
whom Roosevelt admired and trusted very much.

Jus

serand, who stayed at his post in America until 1922,
was somewhat disturbed by the close relations be
tween the President and the Emperor during 1°0S when
he wrote to his superior, Foreign Minister Théophile
Delcassé, that;

"The impulsive President, enamoured

of affairs of war, has many points in common in
moral and religious judgments with the impulsive
Emperor."

The seemingly ubiquitous Colonel Edward

^As quoted in H.A.L. Fisher, James Bryce. (2
vols.; New York: Macmillan Co., 192777 IT", p. 93.
^As quoted in Luella J. Hall, "A Partnership
in Peace-making", Pacific Historical Review, XIII,
(December, 1844 ), p. 411.

5
M. House found it convenient to compare the Kaiser
with Roosevelt when he recorded his impressions of
the former after a visit to Berlin in 1914-:

"I

found that he has all the versatility of Roosevelt
with something more of the charm, something less of
the f o r c e . R o o s e v e l t himself recorded that Admiral
Alfred von Tirpitz told him in 1910 while in Berlin
that he had heard that the President and the Emperor
were much alike and the admiral now agreed to the
comparison. 6
From London, American Ambassador Whitelaw Reid
\

reported that the two men were often associated in
conversation but with a significant difference being
noted: "They both talk unconventionally, but your
_
7
President always makes good."' Blackwood's Magazine's

Edwaru M. House, The Intimate Papers of Colonel
House. Edited by Charles Seymour.
C4 vol s . ; Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1926), I, p. 254.
^Theodore Roosevelt to George Otto Trevelyan,
October 1, 1911, in The Letters of Theodore Roosevelt.
Edited by Elting E. Mo rison et al~
(6 vo1s .: Cam
bridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1951), VII,
p. 595. Hereafter cited as T.R. Letters. Von Tirpitz
added that Roosevelt had had to assume responsibilities
and, consequently, that fact made an essential differ
ence in the comparison. Roosevelt must have been
flattered by von Tripitz's rather caustic comment on
the Emperor.
7
'As quoted in Royal Cortissoz, The Life of Whitelaw Reid.
(2 vols.; London: Thornton Butterworth,
Ltd., 1521), II, p. 546.

4

editorial department found it easy to make a com
parison of Roosevelt and the Kaiser in 1905 after
the two leaders had worked together to help end the
Russo-Japanese War.
There are certain temperaments which
find the temptation to interfere in
other people's affairs irresistable.
On either side of the Atlantic we have
an admirable example of the Internation
al Busybody....William II is well-matched
by Theodore I, and both were elected to
the proud position which they hold by
the same method. William II is an
Emperor who preaches, writes poetry,
and practices the art of painting and
sculpture. Theodore I is a President
who writes, lectures, fights, and de
scends in submarines. Both are well
advertised sportsmen.... It is clear,
therefore, that they will hold them
selves ready to interfere in delicate
affairs, which do not concern them,
until the end of time....Theodore I
is for the moment superior to William
II because there are more editors
and more photographers in America than
in the German Empire.8
It has already been noted that in physical
appearance, in conversation and manner, and
temperament Roosevelt and Wilhelm II were quite
similar, or at least they impressed their contempor
aries as being so.

Historians and biographers

of the two men have also noted many other parallel

Blackwood's Magazine, CLXXVII, (October, 1905),
pp. 54-5-7* The use of the word "elected” was a
partisan reflection on Roosevelt's manner of suc
ceeding to the presidency upon McKinley's death.

5
characteristics.

Emil Ludwig is unique in having

been a student of both men, and though Ludwig may
be considered more of a publicist than a historian,
he also was greatly impressed by their similarities.

9

Ludwig laid great stress on the physical disabilities
of each man as being major factors in their devel
opment as adult leaders.

Roosevelt suffered from

poor eyesight, asthma, and a slight physique as a
youngster, and he consequently worked hard all his
life to build himself up to robustness.

Wilhelm,

of course, could never completely overcome the con\

genital deformity of his left arm, but he did pursue
an active life, which included riding, hunting, and
sailing, in so far as he was able.

The main fact

that has impressed nearly all students of the two
men has been the scone of their activity in spite
of their physical handicaps.
One of the more recent biographers of Wilhelm
II, Virginia Cowles, has written that both men were,9

9

Emil Ludwig, Wilhelm Hohenzollern. Translated
by Ethel C. Mayne.
(Lew "York: G.P. Putnams, 1927).
Also by Ludwig, a biography of Franklin Delano Roose
velt; Roosevelt: A Study in Fortune and Power. Trans
lated by Maurice Samuel.
(New York: Viking Press,
1938).
In writing about the Kaiser in this latter
work (p. 130) Ludwig writes: "Theodore probably never
came across another man who, on the basis of similar
youthful experience, reproduced his own faults with
such remarkable fidelity, without, however, possess
ing his personal courage."

6
"swashbuckling, provocative, and indiscreet," and,
if one was to rely on Miss Cowles ' evidence alone,
neither man really understood the international
problems they had to confront.*
101 A more accomplished
*
&
historian and biographer, Erich Eyck, has noted some
superficial likenesses between Roosevelt and the
Kaiser, but what particularly impressed Eyck was
the attraction each had for the other because of the
positions they held in their respective countries.
Writing about Roosevelt's visit to Berlin in 1910,
Eyck observed that:

"Both men were so eager to learn

\

about one another that both were confirmed in the
belief that their personalities had many similari11
ties."
Although only three writers have been cited
above to give evidence that Roosevelt and the Kaiser
have often been comparea, cursory study of the two
men in many histories, biographies, and periodicals
has revealed that writers have found it easy to
write of the two leaders together and in the same terms.

"°Virginia Cowles, The Kaiser. (New York: Harper
& Rowe, 1964), p. 282. Miss Cowles couples the Kaiser
and Roosevelt together in the fear they supposedly
had of "the Yellow Peril". Roosevelt's reaction to
the Kaiser's warnings about Japanese soldiers in Mex
ico certainly casts doubt on the judgment of Miss
Cowles in this matter. See Beale, op. cit., p. 435.
II.

11Erich Eyck, Das Persönliche Regiment Wilhelms
(Zurich: Eugen Reutsch Verlag, 1948), p. 388.

7
To compare two historical figures in the more
substantial characteristics of their personalities
involves greater difficulty than merely recording
the similarities noted by their contemporaries.

Few

men in American history have had more written about
them or their era than Theodore Roosevelt.

Although

the Kaiser has yet to be the subject of a really
definitive biography, he too has been a favorite
subject of twentieth century writers.

No attempt

will be made here to plumb the depths of the person
alities of Roosevelt and the Kaiser, but it is hoped
\
that it can be shown that even from the perspective
of 1965 they presented images that were strikingly
similar.
It has been somewhat traditional to clothe the
policy of American statesmen in the garb of moral
righteousness.

Theodore Roosevelt had few equals

in justifying his policies and his official actions
as being morally correct.

From the beginning of his

public life he had a sense of noblesse oblige based
on his belief in the superior qualities of society's
more fortunate classes.

This faith furnished him

with much of the motivation he manifested in seeking
high station, although the sheer enjoyment of posi
tions of power also inspired his career.

To differ

8
with Roosevelt was to leave oneself open to his
charges of dishonesty or immorality as his opponents
in the campaign of 1912 were to learn.

As a matter

of fact, Roosevelt felt compelled to justify all
his actions as morally souna, to such an extent that
morality seemed to be the prime consideration of all
his public policy.

The content and even the titles

of his speeches and essays ring with the moral pre
occupation that seemed to motivate him.
Emperor Wilhelm II had a different source from
which to preach moral rectitude.

He firmly believed

he ruled by "Divine Right", and he never tired of
reminding his subjects of the source and history of
the Hohenzollern monarchy.

The Kaiser's speeches

were also fraught with moral counsel for the young
and old alike.

Prom such innocuous matters as warning

German students about the evils of alcohol^ to the
farewell charge to the German soldiers about to de
part to quell the Boxer Rebellion in China, in which
address the departing contingent was reminded that
they were performing a holy crusade .for Christian
12

Wilhelm II, Speech to students at Priearich
Gymnasium, Cassel, 1901, in The German Emperor as
Shown in His Speeches. Edited by Christian Gauss.
(Hew fork: Scribner's, 1915), p. 63.

Q
Europe against the infidel Chinese, 1 ^xWilhelm did
more than merely justify his regime 's activity in
the age of imperialism since he thoroughly believed
that as a Christian monarch he was a protector of
right.
In their private lives Roosevelt and the Kaiser
furnish very little material for criticism on moral
grounds.

Although Roosevelt was on occasion charged

with having a drinking problem, probably because of
his excited appearance, the overwhelming evidence
reveals that he was ouite abstemious,

ho charges of

moral turpitude have ever been laid at Roosevelt's
door.

He was an extremely attentive husband and

father, and profanity was never tolerated in his
presence.

Wilhelm, on the other hand, has had charges

of adulterous behaviour placed upon his record.

Alson

J. Smith strongly implies that the Kaiser's relations
with the American grocer's daughter and wife of
General Alfred von 7/aldersee, Mary Esther Lee, were
something less than innocent. 14 However, close in
spection of Smith's discussion of the Emperor's
IS
-Hans Kohn. The Mind of Germany. (New York:
Scribner's, I960), p. 279.
14
Alson J. Smith, A View on the Spree. (Hew York:
J. Day Co., 1962), pp. 66-91. Smith is an American
journalist and author whose interest in the subject
stems from his blood-relationship to the American emigre.

10
liason with the American emigre reveals that Smith
based his charges on presumption.

The Kaiser's

relations with some of his court camarilla have also
been the subject of speculation that the charges of
homosexuality leveled against the Emperor's dear
friend, Philip Eulenberg, were also applicable to
Wilhelm himself, although he has generally been given
an acquittal on these charges by competent historians.
The Kaiser did differ notably from Roosevelt in the
fact that he did use profanity on occasion, but his
"mistress” supposedly cured him of that vice in her
\
effort to make him a true Christian Prince. lb
Wilhelm
rivalled Roosevelt in so far as they both re-married
after their first wives died, but while the former's
16
marriages were termed "happy" but stiff,
Roosevelt's
were undoubtedly marked with great affection and
mutual enjoyment.
The travels of the Kaiser were notorious for
their freauencv and regularity.

Although Roosevelt

had a taste for travel himself, it was not until
he left office that he was able to take extended trips

15Ibid.
16Joachim Kiirenberg, The Kaiser: A Life of
Wilhelm II. Translated by H.T. Russell and Herta
Pa gen. (Tfew York: Simon & Schuster, 1955)» P* 55*
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to Africa, Europe, and South America.

The Kaiser

meanwhile cruised all over the waters surrounding
Western Europe every year.

Both men thought that

they could accomplish a great deal through personal
17
diplomacy. ' History records that Wilhelm was sing
ularly unsuccessful while Roosevelt was prevented by
Presidential tradition from traveling about the world
plying his diplomatic talents until after he left
the White House in 1909.
Flattery was a useful tool for persons around
either Wilhelm or Roosevelt.

General von Waldersee

\

has been quoted as saying that:

"There can never be

too much flattery for the Kaiser."

"i'he Grey

Eminence" of the Wilhelmstrasse, Friedrich von Hol
stein, wrote in his diary in 1887, before Wilhelm
was elevated to the throne, that the Prince's dominant
characteristics were his vanity and superficiality. 19
Prince Bernard von Billow, Foreign Minister and later
Chancellor of Germany until 1909, has written in
his memoirs that unless the Kaiser received occasional
17

' T.R. to Henry White (Ambassador to France),
August 14, 1906, in T.R. Letters. VI, p. 357*

^Kiirenberg, op. cit., p. 137.
19^Friedrich von Holstein, The Holstein Papers.
Edited by Eorman. Rich and M.H. Fisher.
(4 vols.; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1935-1963), II,
"Diaries", pp. 347-8.
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praise his spirit malingered, but with some recognition he flourished.

20

Von Billow was also aware

that President Roosevelt had to be approached in any
personal diplomatic relations in a manner that
would appeal to "his self-confidence and his active
temperament."

21

Roosevelt, of course, had to be

flattered with a great aeal more subtlety than
Wilhelm, who positively basked in being accorded the
praise his position attracted.

John Hay, whom

Roosevelt inherited as Secretary of State when he
succeeded President William McKinley in 1901, managed
to have his opinions carried out as American foreign
policy by suggesting possible diplomatic alternatives
in conversation with Roosevelt and then later letting
the President announce policies as his own formulations,
even though Hay had earlier slanted his suggestions
in such a way that Roosevelt could not help but be
influenced to do what Hay wanted. 22

This method of

20

Bernard von Billow, Memoirs of Prince von Billow.
Translated by P.A. Voight.
(4 vols.; Boston: Little,
Brown, 1931-52), I, p. 3*
21

Von Billow to Count von Rex (Minister to China),
June 4, 190.5, in Letters of Prince von Billow. Trans
lated by Frederic Whyte(
(London : Hutchinson & Co. ,
Ltd., n.d.), p. 234.
22

Conversation with Dr. W. Ross Livingston, Feb
ruary 8, 1964, discussing the John Hay Papers in the
Library of Congress.
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flattering Roosevelt's need to dominate worked
well for both Hay and his successor, Elihu Root.
Perhaps one of the most humorous character
istics that Roosevelt ana the Kaiser shared was
their great fondness for military uniforms.

The

"Rough Rider" uniform of Roosevelt was both a pol
itical tool and an indication of Roosevelt's fond
but exaggerated memory of his military acumen, al
though it is aifficult to dispute President Woodrow
Wilson's refusal to commission Colonel Roosevelt
during "the Great War" so that the latter could lead
a "mounted rifles" contingent to Europe in 1917*
One of the more ludicrous incidents of Roosevelt's
life involvea his military uniforms although the
story that he wished to wear his colonel's uniform
to Europe and especially to Berlin in 1910 may be
apocryphal.

The Kaiser's love of military garb has

been well-recorded in the many photographs of the
Emperor in numerous uniforms he took pride in wearing.
One need not believe the tale that Wilhelm went so
far as to wear his admiral's dress when he visited
the Berlin aquarium or his British -Army uniform when
he was served plum pudding to subscribe to the fact
that dressing in military uniforms was one of the
Kaiser's principal delights.

Pictures of the German

Emperor in mufti are few compared to photographs
of the last Hohenzollern in myriad uniforms, ranging
from a copy of the Great Elector 's attire down to
his own creations.

Although Wilhelm carried his

fondness for military dress to a ridiculous extreme,
he at least had a much more genuine tradition of
military accomplishment in the Hohenzollern family's
history than did Roosevelt.
The mutual love of uniforms was one indication
of the common desire both men had to occupy the
limelight.

Certainly the wearing of a uniform was

one method of attracting notice.

The great ceremony

that accompanied the Kaiser's peregrinations to all
corners of Europe, excepting France, of course, was
one of Wilhelm's great enjoyments.

His astounding

and tradition-breaking frequency of public appearanc es and speeches were the talk of Germany and Europe,
especially when he extolled "his army" and German
Macht.

All of his activities both at home and abroad

were diligently reported in the German press.

It is

not hard to draw a parallel between the Kaiser's
many speeches and the voluminous writings of Theodore
Roosevelt.

If Roosevelt has to be considered first

as a politician, he was secondarily a writer, al
though his degree of competence lags far behind his

15
productivity.

The point that needs to be considered

here, however, is the fact that much of Roosevelt's
writing was an attempt to keep his name and his
ideas before the public.

Deprived of the world's

greatest pulpit, the Presidency, after March of 1909,
Roosevelt wrote regularly for the Outlook magazine
after his time in office.

Of course, as a politician,

Roosevelt had to remain in the public eye.

This was

not difficult nor distasteful for Roosevelt whose
safari through Africa and subsequent tour of Europe
in 1910 were well-reported by the press and by him\

self.

Throughout his career Roosevelt had always

attracted the attention which he craved; as a young,
aristocratic member of the Lew York State Legislature
or as Police Commissioner of New York City, Roosevelt
was conspicuous for his flamboyance and dutiful
service.

The Presidency, of course, was his greatest

stage and, since it rescued him from the obscurity
of the Vice-Presidency, it was no doubt his most
loved role.
Somewhat akin to their love of the limelight
was the sense of history that both Roosevelt and
the Kaiser possessed.

The former was a student of

history as well as an author, and he appreciated
the value of leaving a record of his life and

16
particularly of his aaministration.

The sheer

number of his letters is remarkable.

Even more

impressive is the relative completeness of his
version of all his important and unimportant actions
while in public office and after.

Roosevelt's letters

also witness the fact he distributed his opinions
craite freely.

Extreme care was taken that his

letters would be preserved for posterity.

The

Library of Congress possesses many volumes of letters
sent by Roosevelt which were reproduced in tripli
cate at his direction and carefully preserved by him.
Although Roosevelt's autobiography is not
particularly useful as a source for research, it
was one more effort, and a major one at that, to
record for future generations the life and exploits
of a man who had consciously and conspicuously
wanted his life's work known.

Quite naturally the

Raiser’s published memoirs were also designed to
record his life's accomplishments, although generally
they are considered to be more of an apologia for
his role in the outbreak of World War I.

There is

no great collection of the Kaiser's letters anywhere
in this country that come close to rivalling Roose
velt 's legacy, but the Kaiser's sense of history
has been revealed in other ways.

His speeches have

17
been preserved and in these his frequent references
to his ancestors and their great deeds were his means
of reminding his subjects that he was the person in
whom the modern German Empire must look to for leader
ship.

The Kaiser also adopted a habit that undoubt

edly he thought would cause observers to liken him
to his illustrious ancestor, Frederick the Great.
The latter had embellished the reports sent to him
with his own comments placed on the margin and these
short comments have been recognized as both a great
source for understanding the literate Frederick and
\

as a source of information of his era.

Wilhelm also

wrote on the margins of the many reports sent to him
in an effort to imitate the revered Frederick and to
leave a record of his opinions.

ox

However, the re

sult was more ludicrous than historically valuable
since the impression gained from reading the last
Kaiser's marginalia is merely confirmation that he
was impulsive, superficial, and abortively autocratic.
One characteristic of the Kaiser which Roosevelt
did not share was the former's satisfaction with the
Old World's ways in preserving artificial formalities.
Roosevelt objected to being addressed as "Excellency"
ox

^Eyck, Das Persflnliche Regiment Wilhelms II,
p. 588.
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because he thought it unnecessary and because it
was used so widely for even petty princes.

He

also changed the name of the President's home to
the "White House" because he thought the more common
"Executive Mansion" was less distinguishing while
24still too formal.
The Kaiser, on the contrary,
even referred to himself as the "All-Highest" and
enjoyed thoroughly all the various titles bestowed
upon him and even some he made up for himself.

The

Kaiser also did not seem to mind the diplomatic
niceties that required him to acknowledge practically
every national holiday or royal family event which
took place wherever Germany had diplomatic relations,
while Roosevelt was amused and slightly irritated
with the number of felicitations and congratulatory
notes that the State Department had to send in his
name.25
^
George Peabody Gooch has written that the
abiding impression of the Kaiser from von Bülow's
memoirs is that Wilhelm never really grew up.

24

' Von

Beale, op. cit., p. 6.

^'?Ibid. , p. 8.

26DGeorge

Peabody Gooch, Studies in Diplomacy
and Statecraft.
(London: Longmans, Green & Co.,
1942), p. 109.
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Billow, for all his faults as a national leader and,
for that matter, as a writer of memoirs, certainly
was in a position to know the Emperor as well as
anyone.

Moreover, von Billow's description of the

Kaiser to a large extent gives further substantiation
to the opinion of many others concerning him.

Von

Billow records in his memoirs a conversation he had
with Philip Eulenberg immediately before the former
took over the post of Foreign Minister in Berlin.
Eulenberg's description of the Kaiser has been con
sidered one of the best of all such brief descrip\
tions. Eulenberg, who was Wilhelm's most cherished
friend till his fall from grace in 1906, told von
Billow that he would succeed in serving the Emperor
only if he useu personal arguments in attempting to
win approval for a course of action.

Since the Kai

ser took everything subjectively, the question of
his personal prestige would always loom large.

Be

cause he was ambitious and jealous, Eulenberg coun
seled that a proposal had the best chance of success
if the Emperor was made to believe it came from him
self.

Von Billow was also instructed that everything

would have to be made easy for the Emperor, otherwise he would find reasons for following his own will.
27
'Von Billow, Memoirs, I, pp. 3-5 •

'

20
The opinions of the Kaiser mentioned above were
also affirmed by Dr. Eugen Schiffer, a life-long
liberal in pre-Bitlerian Germany.

Schiffer main

tained that the last Emperor possessed every gift
except the rower of concentration, which was no
mean disability.

According to Schiffer, the dis

missal of Bismarck took much of the self-confidence
he had ever possessed and proof is found in the
fact that afterwards the Kaiser needed flatterers
around him at all times in order to bolster his
2g
confidence."
What, emerges from these judgments
and from practically all of the material written
about Emperor Wilhelm is the impression that he was
quite incapable of ruling Germany in an era when
that country's growing might gravely affected the
prevailing balance of power in Europe.
It would be as fatuous as it is impossible to
compare Theodore Roosevelt 's characteristics with
those of Wilhelm Bohenzollern as listed in the
previous paragraph; nevertheless, there is some sem
blance of similarity.

Clinton Rossiter has written

that it is difficult to evaluate Theodore Roosevelt
because it is always a hard task "...to come to grips
po
"As quoted by Harold Nicholson, "Marginal Comment",
The Spectator, CLXXXVII, (November 23, 1951), p. 703.
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with a boy of six." 29'

His love of the strenuous

life and of feats of physical accomplishment never
diminished even after he left the White House at
the age of fifty-one.

Roosevelt was also noted for

taking most disagreements as personal affronts.

One

need only consider the reaction of Roosevelt to the
Taft administration during the Ballinger-Pinchot
affair.

One of the reasons Roosevelt was fairly

cool toward John Hay was because Hay was inclined to
be a bit of a mentor for the comparatively young
*0
President.-'
It has already been noted that Roose
velt, too, like the Kaiser, was more amenable to
ideas if he could be made to believe they originated
•51
with himself.
For all the criticism that has been
directed toward Roosevelt, by no standards can he
be considered to be as ineffective as Wilhelm II.
All that has been attempted so far has been to show
that some personal characteristics were common to
both men.
In assessing the capacity of Roosevelt and the
29

Clinton Rossiter, The American Presidency.
(New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1956*7»
p. 102.
^Tyler Dennett, John Hay: Prom Poetry to Pol
itics . (New York: Dodd, Mead, & Co., 1955'), p. 321.
>51
Supra, p. 12.
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Kaiser to lead a nation, history has already pro
nounced a verdict that would be difficult to refute.
Roosevelt has been considered one of the ten most
effective American presidents.

On the other hand,

Wilhelm's rule was a misfortune which contributed
greatly to Germany's tragic history in the present
century.

The German misfortune was seen by Max

Weber, the noted German sociologist, who wrote in
December of 1906:
The degree of contempt with which
we are met as a nation abroad, in
Italy, the United States, and ¿just
ified contempt— that is decisive—
because we tolerate this regime and
this man, has become a factor of
greatest importance in world poli
tics. We are becoming isolated be
cause this man rules us in this way,
and because we tolerate and excuse
it.32
Wilhelm II was almost incapable of ruling a great
nation.

Bismarck's domestic system was sadly in

adequate when Wilhelm took control.

According to

Erich Eyck, the Kaiser lacked the character to be an
effective monarch:
He fell short in power of will, firm
ness of decision, toughness of nerve,
sense of reality— briefly put, in
character...Wilhelm merely played the
role fate had given him and all his

quoted in Kohn, op, cit., p. 279.
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self-dramatization had only one
result: there were times when
even his most devoted admirers
simply could not^take His Majesty
very seriously.
One of the biggest faults Wilhelm had was his
lack of real interest in the affairs with which
he should have been concerned.

Moreover, the

Kaiser generally would refuse to listen to un
pleasant news and only a few of tne men respon
sible to him, such as Admiral von Tirpitz and his
Chief of Staff, General Helmuth von Moltke, would
risk speaking realistically to him about setbacks
or discontent abroad or at home.^

His relations

with the major parties in the Reichstag were gener
ally poor but this, of course, was on principle,
since the Socialists were opposed to any personal
rule and the Center Party was generally more concerned
with its narrow, sectarian goals.^

The Kaiser's

erratic behavior, as manifested in his speeches, did
not inspire confidence.

In a speech in Bremen in

1905 the Kaiser referred to the Germans as "the salt
33
-^Erich Eyck, The History of the Weimar Republic.
Translated by H. P. Hanson and Robert G.L. Waite.
(2 vols.; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1 9 6 2 ), I, p. 7 .
34
KHrenberg, op. cit., p. 288.
55Ibid., pp. 207-8.
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of the earth", and he confessed that he had dreamed
of a world-empire in which Germany would be the
object of confidence and respect.

Such talk in

the troubled period of the Moroccan crisis of 1905
was a source of upset both at home and abroad even
though the Kaiser also said on the same occasion
that the empire would be based on trust and not on
the acquisitions of the sword.

The infamous "Kruger-

Telegram" affair and the Daily Telegraph interview
of 1908, which brought about a major crisis in
Berlin,
were two of the more notorious of the Kai\
ser's irresponsible rantings.
The Kaiser based his authority on the principle
of divine right.

Consequently, democracy and effec

tive compromise with political parties were anathema
to him.

He believed that the "monarchial principle"

should be preserved and his desire for an alliance
with Russia was based on what he thought was rnonarchial solidarity.

He never fully comprehended

that common interest was the basis for all alliances,
including the pact with Austria which was preserved
until it resulted in war.

Racial solidarity, he

thought, should also be a consideration, hence

^ T h e Kaiser's Speech at Bremen, March 22, 1905,
in Wilhelm II, Speeches, p. 237.
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Wilhelm considered Great Britain traitorous to
the white race and to Europe because of the AngloJapanese alliance.'

Two such unrealistic concep

tions about international power-oolitics were
enough to disqualify the Kaiser as a head of state.
Wilhelm also suffered from a natural antipathy to
democratic governments, and it was exceptional that
he was so fond of Theodore Roosevelt and American
millionaires.

Roosevelt knew of the Kaiser's dis

trust of democracies when he wrote to Wilhelm in 1908
warning that the lack of an arbitration treaty be
tween the United States and Germany might be inter
preted as a sign of the unwillingness of the German
Imperial Government to trust the United States.^8
Perhaps the most harmful fault of Wilhelm II
as a national sovereign was his inability to select
effective subordinates.

It has already been noted

that Wilhelm required a great deal of flattery and
as a result most of his confidants were either court
toadies or sycophants.

The autocratic form of gov

ernment preserved by Bismarck needed a strong hand
57

•"Walter Goetz in Preface to Letters from the
Kaiser to the Czar. Edited by Isaac D. Levine.
(New York: P.A. Stokes Co., 1920), p. xxxi.
^8T.R. to Wilhelm II, May 6, 1908, in T.R.
Letters, VI, p. 1025*
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to guide it, and neither Wilhelm nor any of the men
he selected as chancellor ever filled the role.
Von B$low, a man of some talents, was more interestedin his own stature than in arresting- the slide to
chaos and he appeared more like a "tactful tutor"
for the Emperor than as a capable steward for the
xq
German ship of state.'" Moreover, Wilhelm generally
failed to concede that he was not the absolute sov
ereign which he pretended he was.

He carried out

a make-believe game of possessing more power than
he actually had, this being especially true when he
compared himself to the other royal heads of Europe,
a situation which even Roosevelt observed in his
short visit to Berlin in 1910.
Roosevelt's domestic policy, again in contrast
to the Kaiser's regime, was in step with the demands
of the Progressive movement which was so important
during his seven years in the White House.

Roosevelt

sympathized with the Progressive ideal of further
democratization of American political and economic
life and, if he did not always lead in matters of
domestic reform, he at least knew how to follow the
69
40

Gooch, op. cit., p. 109.

T.R. to George Otto Trevelyan, October 1,
1911, in T.R. letters, VTI, p. 397.
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current of public opinion.

Roosevelt would probably

have haa less patience with socialists than did
Wilhelm if the former had had to contend with an
active, fairly-large socialist party as did the
German Imperial Government.

What is important, how

ever, was the fact that Roosevelt was able and willing
to fight the vested interests of the conservatives
of his own party in order to prevent the growth of
a socialist party which was antipathetic to the Amer
ican system as it existed in the first decade of this
century.

The German Emperor was temperamentally

\

and intellectually incapable of bending to the Just
demands of the classes which were politically, if
not economically, beyond the pale in Germany in the
pre-war era of Wilhelm's theoretically personal rule.
A comparison of the opinions of Wilhelm and
Roosevelt on some issues or topics which were prom
inent around the turn of the century reveals some
similarities as well as many contrasts between the
two men.

Naturally their respective backgrounds

were determinants of these opinions, with their per
sonalities being only slightly less evident as factors.
Imperialism was certainly a burning issue in the
decades prior to the beginning of World War I.
Theodore Roosevelt had been one of the leading

28
advocates of America's mission to free Cuba in the
1890's and after the war had been concluded he wrote
that it was, "the most absolutely righteous foreign
4P
war" of the nineteenth century.
He naturally
supported America's expansion to Hawaii and the
Philippines since it reflected the power of the
United States.

Roosevelt also had a bit of the

evangelical spirit that called for the civilized
nations of the world to spread their superior qual
ities.

In writing to Carl Schurz, the German-born

publisher who was anti-imperialist, Roosevelt said:
"Peace has come only as the sequel to the armed
interference of a civilized power which, relatively
to its opponents, was a just and beneficent power."
France's pacification of Morocco and Russia's ex
pansion into Turkestan were two examples of good
results that would ensue from civilized imperialist
intervention.

Roosevelt thought that the best

guarantee of peace was to be found in establishing
a balance between the civilized powers who would
dominate the uncivilized areas.
wrote that:

In 1899 Roosevelt

"The Pacific ought to be developed by

41

As quoted in Beale, on. cit. . p. 2?.
42

T .R ♦ to Carl Schurz, September 8, 1905, in
T.R. Letters, V, p. 16.

4;
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the United States, Great Britain, and Germany
working in harmony." y

This sort of thinking mani

fested Roosevelt's belief that the northern Europ
ean stocks should take the lead in civilizing the
rich Pacific area.

Generally any peoples who re

sisted the control of the Unitea States or Great
Britain were considered "barbarous".
Closely related to .Roosevelt's endorsement of
imperialism as a necessity in modern international
relations were his ideas on races and race superi
ority.

His early opinions hinted that the white

race seemed to be inherently superior to the brown
and yellow races.

Later Roosevelt developed a more

refined view which contained the belief, "...that
it is for the good of the world that the Englishspeaking race in all its branches should hold as
44
much of the world's surface as possible."
He was
strongly opposed to the bigoted American Protective
Association, but this offered no contradiction with
his ideas on -¿nglo-Saxon superiority since he had
abandoned the idea of inherent race superiority and
was convinced that political and social institutions
45
T.R. to Herman Speck von Sternberg, July 12,
1899, in T.R. Letters. II, p. 622.
44
T.R. to Frederick C. Selous (American journalist) ,
February 7, 1900, in T.R. Letters, II, p. 1175»
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were much more important factors in determining: the
prop:ress of a race.^;
Kaiser Wilhelm also saw the necessity of Germany's
active participation in the imperialist sweepstakes.
He believed that Germany's glo^v and his own orestime
were wrapped

up

in expansion of the German genius

throughout the world.

The Germans were "the salt of

the earth" according to the Kaiser, and as such they
needed and deserved "a place in the sun."'4-6

Germany

had been a late starter in acquiring overseas poss
essions, and the alliance system as it developed in
the first decade of the twentieth century threatened
to restrict German expansion.

The Kaiser had some

of the notions of the German "romantics" of the poshNapoleonic era, and he was deeply concerned that
Germany should receive the recognition her culture
and strength deserved.
The Kaiser quite naturally made a connection
between Germany's rank as an imperialist power and the
widely-held German belief in Teutonic superiority.

45

'Beale, op, cit. , p. 29. Like many of the quasischolars of the 1890's, the age of race-consciousness,
Roosevelt used the term "T-ace" very loosely and for
various designated groups. However he used it, his
was always superior.
The Kaiser's speech at Hamburg, August 2?,
''Gil, in Wilhelm IT, Speeches, pp. 296-299.
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Roosevelt often included the Teutons in his "superior
races".

While Roosevelt did not condemn any race

as unable to progress so as to insure its future
prosperity, the Kaiser had an abiding hatred of the
Slavic peoples, which, we may conclude, was the her
itage of political friction on Germany's eastern
border rather than the result of any quasi-scientific
study.

Witness only the Kaiser's praise of Professor

Heinrich Schliemann, the amateur archeologist of
Troy, whom Wilhelm describes as: "A champion of the
¿in

German idea against Slavic arrogance."

r

\

The reaction of Roosevelt and Wilhelm to Houston
Stuart Chamberlain's Foundations of the Nineteenth
Century offers an interesting comparison.

We have

the testimony of several authors that the Kaiser was
profoundly influenced by Chamberlain's thought and
48
that he read the book several times.
Chamberlain,
an Englishman who tried to be more German than even
the Kaiser, predicated Aryan or Teutonic origin of
all those people who he admired, such as David and

47

Wilhelm Hohenzollern, The Kaiser's Memoirs.
Translated by Thomas Ybarra.
(New York: Harper &
Bros., 1922), p. 199.
48
Pfirenberg, op. cit., p_ 249; A.J. Smith, op.
cit. , p. 142; Von Billow, Memoirs, I, p. 200.
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Paul from the Old and New Testament and Michaelangelo from, the Italian Renaissance.

Hence, anyone

who so lavishly praised the German was persona grata
to the Kaiser, whom Chamberlain had described as the
"Protector of Peace" and as being "responsible to
God alone".

49

Roosevelt's opinion of Chamberlain

and the latter's famous book was set down in a re
view of that work by Roosevelt which is included in
The Collected Works of Theodore Roosevelt.-^0

Roose

velt considered the book "noteworthy" and "suggestive".
He thought Chamberlain had some brilliant passages
in which he "lapses into sanity", but these brief
periods "are fixed in a matrix of fairly bedlamite
passion and i n s a n i t y . R o o s e v e l t shared some of
Chamberlain's prejudices such as belief that the
Latin races were in decline and that "good works"
were more important than faith, the latter belief
serving to reinforce Roosevelt's sense of noblesse
oblige.

By the time Roosevelt reviewed the book

(1911) his own views on race superiority had been
refined so that he rejected the rather outlandish

49

Kiirenberg, op. cit. , p. 249.
50
y Theodore Roosevelt, The Collected Works of
Theodore Roosevelt. (20 vols.; National Edition;
New York: Scribner's, 1926), XII, pp. 106-112.
51Ibid.
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postulates of Chamberlain.

There is no evidence

that the Kaiser would prove to be as discerning; as
Roosevelt.
The question of military preparedness and war
have been closely connected with Theodore Roosevelt
and Kaiser Wilhelm II when historians have sought
to investigate the antecedents of World War I.

Both

men talked of war and martial virtues with a fre
quency and a relish that branded them as impulsive
and irresponsible.

When the World War did start in

1914, the Kaiser panicked when he was caught up in
it, and Roosevelt fumed and ranted but was definitely
on the sidelines.

Roosevelt wrote in 1905 that an

"unjust war is dreadful", but, "a just war may be
52
the highest duty."
Any war that America took part
in was sure to be considered a "just" war.

Consonant

with his concept of justice, Roosevelt placed "...

53

peace second to righteousness."'''

In spite of all

of Roosevelt's talk about war ana its purifying qual
ities, his record as President demonstrates that he
did not act in any way commensurate with his flam
boyant speech.

Roosevelt believed that the best way

•^T.R. to Carl Schurz, September 8, 1905, in
T .R, Letters, V, p. 16.
53 Ibid.
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to prevent the United States from being involved
in war was to build up its fleet so that it was
adequate to meet America 's needs in the western
hemisphere.

As Assistant Secretary of the Wavy

and later as President, he performed a singular
service for the United States by championing the
construction of a modern navy.

As a matter of fact,

Roosevelt envied the Kaiser for Germany's ability
to build a fleet that was second only to Great
Britain's.

The army was not prominent in Roose

velt's ideas on war-preparedness since it was in\
conceivable that America would not have time to
raise a large army if circumstances demanded it.
Roosevelt and the Kaiser also shared an interest
in geopolitics and in naval preparedness.
wrote to a friend in 1894 that:
but devouring

Wilhelm

"I am not reading

Captain Mahan's book, and am trying

to learn it by heart.

Roosevelt, of course, not

only was influenced by the ideas of the then Captain
Alfred T. Mahan and his books, the most famous
being, The Influence of Sea Power upon History, but

54

T.R. to Speck von Sternburg, March 3, 1905,
in T.R. Letters. IV, p. 1151.
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As quoted in William Langer, The Diplomacy of
Imperialism. (2 vols.; Eew York: A.A. Knopf, 1935),
II, p. 441.
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Roosevelt, Mahan, and Henry Cabot Lodge worked in
close harmony for a more active American foreign
policy in the 1890's.^

It seems that everyone was

reading Mahan's books and magazine articles seventy
years ago, but in Roosevelt and Wilhelm, the ideas
of Mahan had a special significance because of pos
itions of leadership.
For many years Europe was accustomed to reading
the Kaiser's speeches in which he seemed to be the
most irresponsible war lord imaginable.

Germany's

greatness had in large part sprung from the success
ful wars of the period of unification and, as a
young monarch, Wilhelm found it easy to keen re
minding his subjects of "his array" and, later, of
"his navy", as the bulwarks of the nation and his
exalted crown.
The question of social progress in Germany
and in the United States also affords an oppor
tunity to compare the ideas of .Vilhelm and Roose
velt.

Since the time of Bismarck's battle against

the socialists in the Empire, the extent of social
insurance was second to none.

Such benefits as

old-age pensions, sickness insurance, and workmen's

36
compensation were bestowed from above in a system
best termed as "paternalism".
indicated when he said:

Wilhelm's ideas were

"Germany refused to sub

scribe to the inhuman principles of laissez faire,
advocated by the Manchester school, a maxim based
on the premise that each man and each class must
57

protect its own i n t e r e s t s " I n

the Germany of

Wilhelm II no man, in his own fashion or otherwise,
was permitted to go to the d e v i l58
. T h e Kaiser
subscribed wholeheartedly to "paternalism" and he
even broadened the scone of Germany's social legislation, but he failed to realize that the discontent
found in Germany was the result of political unrest,
not of social problems or economic hardship, a
judgment Roosevelt was able to make after he visited
Germany in 1910.
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The Kaiser, in spite of his

courtesies to American millionaires visiting Germany,
once said:

"The way Morgan and your other American

57

As quoted in George S. Viereck, "Ex-Kaiser
Wilhelm Breaks His Silence", Current History, XXI,
November, 1924), p. 165. Viereck was an Americanborn German propagandist who later became the exiled
Emperor's literary agent. He was deported from the
United States on account of his pro-German activi
ties during World far II.
5«
p~Ibid.
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T.B. to George Otto Trevelvan, October 1,
1911, in T.R. Letters, VII, p. 399.
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millionaires amass their fortunes is very bad.
is dangerous because it breeds socialism.""''0

It
He

did not acknowledge the fact that privilege and
class peropratives had given socialism a much broaaer
base of support in Germany than in the United States.
Roosevelt's position on social legislation has
been well-documented.

If he was not the most mili

tant of the American "Progressives", he was definitely
an influential and important advocate of reforms
which would reduce political, social, and economic
ineauality in the United States.
\

Roosevelt's "New

Nationalism" speech in 1910 summarizes his views on
what be believed was the goal of Progressivism:

"The

essence of the struggle is to equalize opportunity,
destroy privilege, and give to the life and citizen
ship of every individual the highest possible value
both to himself and to the commonwealth." x
In 1912 Roosevelt believed he was leading his
supporters to Armageddon to fight for the principles
of Progressivism.

Although his defeat virtually

60
'As quoted in Arthur N. Uavis, The Kaiser As
I Knew Him. (New York: Harper & Bros’.^ 1918) ,
p. 157.
61
Roosevelt's speech at Osawatomie, Kansas,
August 31, 1910, in Collected Works, XVII, p. 9.
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sealed his political demise, he at least succumbed
while fighting for his beliefs as much as for his
own political ambition.
Theodore Roosevelt, to a remarkable extent
was truly representative of the United States at
the turn of the century.

He was vigorous, brash,

and successful both as a man and as an executive.
Emperor Wilhelm II probably was not truly represent
ative of Germany, but he was and still can be iden
tified with the upper and aristocratic classes of
Germany in the pre-war years.

He was vigorous and

brash both as a man and as a king, but as a leader
he was unsuccessful in preserving the Germany he
inherited in 1888.

One more comparison can be made

between Roosevelt and Wilhelm as a conclusion to
this chapter.

Roosevelt's success and fame, though

not left unscathed by historians, could be conceived
of as an augury of America's progress and opulence
in the twentieth century.

Wilhelm's failure, stem

ming to a large extent from his own inadequacies,
can be viewed as the microcosm of Germany's cata
strophic history in the twentieth century.

CHAPTER II
A CRITIQUE OP ROOSEVELT UUP PER KAISER

In

1036

the study of German-American rela

tions prior to 1914 prompted Miss Evelene Peters
to write a small book entitled, Roosevelt und der
Kaiser.1

Miss Peters was an American citizen

who studied at the University of Leipzig in the
decade when the Rational Socialist .revolution con\

vulsed Germany and German nationalism rose to de
praved intensity.

There is very little biograph

ical treatment of Roosevelt, and even less of the
Kaiser, most of the book being concerned with the
German and American positions regarding the major
diplomatic crises of Roosevelt's presidency.

The

anti-Roosevelt, German nationalist bias is so pre
dominant in her writing that it appears now as
more of a polemic than as a detached, scholarly
dissertation.

Like the Englishman, Houston Stuart

Chamberlain, Miss Peters became totally German

^Evelene Peters, Roosevelt und der Kaiser.
(Leipzig: University of Leipzig, 1936).
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xn her sympathies.

2

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate
that Miss Peters was affected by the spirit of the
times when she wrote her dissertation and that she
distorted the real attitude of Roosevelt and Amer
ican diplomacy tov;ard the Raiser and Germany.

How

Miss Peters sought to support her thesis will be
revealed in this chapter.

The contentions and

comments of the present writer will be set forth
as the major parts of her argument are reviewed.
A brief glimpse at German historiography
in the 1930's reveals that Miss Peters' book con
formed to the prevailing mood of many German
historians and intellectuals.

Curiously enough,

her treatise was dedicated to one of the foremost
German historians of the era, Hermann Oncken.^2
3
2
All efforts to learn more about Miss Peters
have been unsuccessful.
The Reference Department
of the Library of Congress has been unable to find
any reference to Miss Peters in several pertinent
sources, including the Inaex of the Hew York Times
and the Register of Persons at the University of
Leipzig. Howard K. Beale's Theodore Roosevelt and
the Rise of America to World Powerl (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1956), p. 563 has
two citations to Miss Peters' book, in which Beale
says her work is vitiated by her bias.

3

'It is assumed that Miss Peters received per
mission to dedicate her book to Oncken. The dedi
cation page does not reveal whether or not per
mission was sought.
It is known, however, that
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Moreover, she wrote under the direction of one
of the more renowned

of all twentieth century

German historians, Friedrich Meinecke.

In the

absence of information on Miss Peters and her
political and national symnathies, it seems safe
to conclude that what has been said about German
writers in the 1930's, in general, and of Oncken
and Meinecke, in particular, also applies to Miss
Peters.
After the conclusion of the First World War
many Germans believed that their nation had been
betrayed by the Western democracies in the final
peace settlement.

German historians and publicists

looked back beyond 1914 and found that the Vaterland
had been the object of the West's conspiratorical
power-politics in the decades which preceded the
Great War.

The many apologies and memoirs written

after the war by former Imperial statesmen testify
to the widespread belief that Germany had been
wronged.

As the chaos of the Great Depression

Oncken was a close friend of the American Ambassa
dor to Berlin, William E. Dodd (1933-38), and that
he maintained regular relations with other Ameri
cans since the time he had spent a year (1905-06)
as a visiting professor at the University of Chi
cago. See Felix E. Hirsch, "Herman Oncken and the
End of an Era", Journal of Modern History. XVIII
(June, 1946), ppT 146-159.
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spread throughout Germany and as the Nazi rabble
became more powerful, the denunciation of the
Treaty of Versailles and all that it represented
became more hysterical.
was not unaffected.

German historiography

Hans Kobn, the distinguished

student of European nationalism, has written:
In a surge of self-pity and selfjustification, many German intel
lectuals viewed the world situa
tion as if it had begun with the
Allied crime of Versailles. Even
leading national Liberals like
Hermann Gncken...put all their tal
ents at the service of the nation
alist attack upon the consequences
of the defeat. The powerful auto
suggestion of having been wronged
in history— in comparison with the
western nations— created a sense
of living in a unique situation
with justified unique measures.^
In view of the mood of many German writers in the
1930's, it is not difficult to discover how Miss
Peters developed her nationalist bias.

Meinecke

and Oncken were both convinced at that time that
Great Britain, France, and the United States had
conspired against Germany during the era which
included Theodore Roosevelt's administration.^
The theme of Roosevelt und der Kaiser is
4

Hans Kohn, The Mind of Germany.
Scribner's, I960), p. 309.
Ibid., p. 311.

(Hew York:
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"...the legend of Roosevelt's friendship for Ger
many", and the object of the study was to prove
that he was not "ein Freund" , but "her Feind" of
Germany and of the Kaiser."

The author sought to

prove that the United States was a rival of Germany
in the imperialist race prior to 1914.

As a con

sequence, Roosevelt posea as a friend of Germany
in order to mask his conception of America's in
terests and to hide his close cooperation with the
most imperialist power of the era, Great Britain.
Moreover, Miss Peters viewed all of American history
as imperialistic, starting with the War of 1612
("a war of concmest"), and the Monroe Doctrine
("a trade agreement with Britain").

In order to

prove that Roosevelt's policies were anti-German
and pro-British the author concentrates on the
diplomacy of the Russo-Japanese War, the Moroccan
Crisis of 1905-1906, and the Algeciras Conference.
Theodore Roosevelt emerges from, the brief
sketch Miss Peters composed as a benevolent despot
O
(wohlwollend Despot), : resembling the Kaiser par
ticularly in his temperament, war-lust, and conceit.
^Peters, op. cit., p. 1.
7Ibid., p. 3.
"Ibid. . p. 7.
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She was of the opinion that if the President had
haa a first-class army similar to the Kaiser's,
he would have been an even more flamboyant advocate
of war.

If the nation ruled by Roosevelt had

been in the center of troubled Europe, she had no
doubt that his attitudes would have been more in
flammatory than the Kaiser's.

The American's un

deniable tendency to favor personal diplomacy was
a sign to the author that he sought to rule as an
"absolute monarch", while, in contrast, she noted
that the Kaiser always acted through his ministers
as a constitutional ruler would.10

Cursory know

ledge of Wilhelm's activities with his English
and Russian relatives reveals that the Kaiser also
had a flair for personal diplomacy.

The two issues

which Miss Peters selected to prove her case were
somewhat exceptional, however.

It was Roosevelt's

influence as President which gave him reason to
intervene in the Russo-Japanese 'War and in the
Moroccan Crisis.

Moreover, neither issue exempli

fied the general posture of American foreign

QIbid., p . 8.
10T, . ,
Ibid.
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policy.11

In such cases personal diplomacy was

necessary since it was the President's discretion
which was useful in settling the disputes.
Miss Peters contenaed that Roosevelt's cabinet
assistants ana personal friends had a great deal
to do with giving his foreign policy an anti-German
cast.

John Hay, who served as Secretary of State

until he died in July, 1Q05, was an extreme Anglo
phile and had committed the United States to coop
eration with Great Britain even before Roosevelt
succeeded to the presiaency.

Roosevelt was aware of

Hay's attitude ana on at least two occasions he in
sisted on a strong policy toward Great Britain in
spite of Hay's proclivities.

In the Alaskan boundary

dispute with Canada in 1902 Roosevelt spoke and
acted demonstratively in order that the boundary
be settled accoraing to his wishes.

The Venezuelan

affair of 1902-1903, in which Germany and Great

Alfred Vagts, Deutschland und Die Vereinigten
Staaten in Per Weltpoiitik". (2 vols. ; New York:
Macmillan, 1935), II, p. 1948. Vagts renders this
judgment as a conclusion to a sub-chapter dealing
with Roosevelt ana the Emperor. Vast's work is
the most complete stuay available on the subject
of German-American relations.
Inspection of this
work showea that Vagts utilized many of the same
sources containeu in this paper.
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Britain acted ¿jointly in usine force to collect
debts, was marked by Roosevelt's insistence that
the United States would not tolerate such methods
in the Western Hemisphere.
controversial ultimatum

Although Roosevelt's

~ was directed mainly

against Germany, the entire incident revealed that
Roosevelt could and did act independently of Hay's
pro-British influence.

The President's awareness of

Hav's attitude was demonstrated at the end of his term
in office when be wrote that Hay was so pro—British
that he "could not be trusted where Britain was
concerned", while, "on the other hand, he was
foolishly distrustful of the G e r m a n . M o r e o v e r ,
even Miss Peters has acknowledged that Hay was
not a member of the President's inner circle of
friends.

Hay's death on July 1, 1905 precluded

his direct influence on the policy of the United
States regarding the trouble-points of the middle
Roosevelt claimed several years after 1905
that he warned the German Ambassador Theodor von
Holieben that United States warshios would intervene
if the Germans did not withdraw from the Venezuelan
coast. Some authors have disputed the veracity of
Roosevelt's account of the incident. Howard K.
Beale, op>_._(Jit., p. 428, ff. surveys the oninions
of various authorities on the subject.
py
'T •B • to Henry Cabot Lodge, January 28, 1009,
in Betters of Theodore Roosevelt. Edited by Elting
I'., feorison et al.
(8 vols."; Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, IQ 5 1 ), VT, n. 1497. Here
after cited as T.R. Letters.
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of the decade, the Far Eastern war and the Moroccan
crisis, both of which are central to Miss Peters'
thesis.
The appointment of Roosevelt's intimate friend,
Baron Herman Speck von Sternburp:, to the ambassador's
post in Washington in 1905 was a conscious effort
by the Kaiser and his ministers to please the Amer14
lean president.
Miss Peters believed that their
friendship served to hide the anti-German character
of Roosevelt's policies.

In Speck von Sternburp;'s

favor it can be written that in the face of mounting
distrust of Germany in this country,1^ his close
friendship with Roosevelt must have inspired some
confidence in the German government's attitude toward
America.

The French Ambassador in Washington, Jules

Jusserand, acknowledged that his German counterpart
traveled more extensively and gave more speeches in
the United States than any other member of the
diplomatic corps.^
14

Washington reporters considered

Peters, op.cit., p. 18.

15

William Langer, Diplomacy of Imperialsim. (2
vols.; New fork: Alfred A. Knopf,'1955), II, p. 519.
^Nelson M. Blake, "Ambassadors at the Court
of T.R.", Mississippi Valley Historical Review, XLII
(September, 1955), p. 194.
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Speck von Sternburg a model ambassador and Alfred
L.r. Dennis, a scholar who has studied American
foreign affairs, has said that the German Ambas
sador was one of the "ablest diplomats" he had
17
ever met. ' The appointment of Speck von Sternburg
was itself a sign of the short-sightedness of Ger
man foreign policy capable of being equated with
the Kaiser's hope to form a Russian alliance based
on the "monarchial principle".

By appointing a

close friend of the American President as ambassa
dor, the Germans sought to win the friendship of
an entire nation.

Thus, if Speck von Sternburg

served his country badly, as Miss Peters wrote, it
was due to Germany's policy and not due to Roose
velt or to his friend, the ambassador.
Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, a member of the British
foreign service and a close friend of the Roosevelt
family, was the arch-fiend in stirring up suspicions
of Germany in America.

His letters to Roosevelt,

Hay, and other American friends were filled with
warnings concerning the Kaiser and Germany.

Un

doubtedly he had some influence on Roosevelt's at
titude but not nearly so much as Miss Peters contended.
17Alfred L.P. Dennis, Adventures in American
Diplomacy. 1896-1906.
(New York: E.P. Dutton,
1928), p. 349.
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That Roosevelt was able to weigh the information
he received from his correspondents is proven in
a letter he wrote to Spring-Rice in 1905:

"I am

obliged to say that as far as my own experience
goes, I have heard ¿just as wild, just as inflam
matory and provactive talk, among Englishmen as
1 Pamong Germans."
Howard K. Beale has written:
"In view of the hysteria of his close friends, Roose
velt's calm judgments about Germany and the Kaiser,
his intimacy with Speck von Sternburg, and his
desire to work with Germany when to do so served
American ends become remarkable."

'

Miss Peters implies that because Roosevelt
became increasingly friendly toward Great Britain,
he necessarily had to be an enemy of Germany's
imperialist program.

Roosevelt's attitude toward

Great Britain had changed over the years, esneciallv
when Americans discovered a very benevolent neutral
ity emanating from London during the war with Spain
in 1898 and when Great Britain readily agreed to
settle the Venezuelan dispute in 1902-1905 by arbi
tration.
18

Compared with John Hay, however, Roosevelt1
*
8

T.R. to Spring-Rice, November 1, 1905, in T.R.
Letters, V, p. 63.
10
yBeale, op. cit., p. 3 9 2 .
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could almost be considered an Angloohobe.

Roose

velt numbered many Englishmen among his close friends,
but he could still be critical of some British pol. .
20
icies. ~ Great Britain for its part had become in
creasingly considerate of American interests when
its leaders had decided to abandon the policy of
"splendid isolation".

It was only natural that the

two great English-speaking nations should find it
easy to cooperate.

Historically, this spirit of

Anglo-American amity can

be

traced back to the

settlement of the "Alabama claims" after the Amer\

ican Civil War.

However, it hardly seems feasible

to predicate hostility to Germany as a natural
consequence of more amiable relations with Great
Britain.

It must also be remembered that Germany

was the guilty party in rejecting Colonial Secretary
Joseph Chamberlain's attempt to establish an AngloGerman entente in the years prior to the conclusion
of the Entente Coraiale.

Germany's rejection of

Chamberlain's offer and her own overly-ambitious
nationalist program were strong factors in promoting2
0

20

Roosevelt was critical of the British hand
ling of the Boer War and of their governance of
Egypt. He also had a recurring streak of pessim
ism regarding the future of the British Empire.

the Anglo-American friendliness.

Pi

Miss Peters stated that Roosevelt did nothing
to help relieve the increasingly strained relations
which developed between Great Britain and Germany
while he was President.

This reasoning leads her

to the conclusion that because both Germany and the
United States were late-comers to the imperialistic
rivalry, the expansion-minded Americans considered
Germany as the principal rival for the remaining
spoils.

Thus, Roosevelt would serve America's in

terests by refraining from helping the Kaiser in
\
his troubles with the English. The testimony fur
nished by Roosevelt's letters emphatically refutes
Miss Peters' contention.

Though Roosevelt has been

subject to some criticism for embellishing some of
the accounts of his activities, there is little
reason to doubt his veracity in this matter.

A

particularly significant letter was sent to Whitelaw
Reid, American Ambassador to London, in 1905.

Roose

velt wrote that he thought that the mutual suspicions
of Germany and Great Britain were "foolish", and he
urged Reid to try to heal any rifts or even slight
animosities arising in the relations between the two2
1
21

Count Otto zu Stolberg-Wernigerode, Germany and
the United States of America during the Era of Bismarck.
Translated by Otto E. Lessing.
(Reading, Pa.': Henry
Janssen Foundation, 1937), pp. 275-6.
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European powers.

In 1907 Roosevelt sent copies

of letters he had received from the Kaiser to the
Ambassador so that Reid could use them to represent
Vilhelm s true opinions whenever rumors were abroad
in London concerning Germany's hostility to Great
Britain.

Roosevelt showed consideration for the

Kaiser's feelings by cautioning Reid to use the
letters with discretion and only when he had received
the President's permission.*
25
4
3
2

Another source of

proof that Roosevelt actually did try to quiet
British fears of the German menace was furnished in
a letter to an English friend, Arthur H. Lee.

In

October, 1908, after Roosevelt had learned of an
inflammatory interview the Kaiser had given to an
American newspaper reporter, Roosevelt wrote:
As I have been persistently telling
so many Englishmen that I thought
their fears of Germany slightly ab
surd and aid not believe that there
was need of arming against Germany,
I feel that perhaps it is incumbent
upon me now to say that I am by no
means as confident as I was in' this
position .24

^ T.R. to Whitelaw Reid, September 19, 1905,
in T.R. Letters, V, p. 52.
2 3 T . R . to Whitelaw Reid, January 14, 1907, in
T.R. Letters. V, p. 552.
24
T .R . to Arthur H. Lee, October 17, 1908, in
T.R. Letters. VI, p. 1292.
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If Miss Peters' contentions were correct, why should
Roosevelt write in 1908 that his earlier favorable
opinions of Germany's intentions were perhaps wrong?
Germany's naval program became a constant
source of friction in Anglo-German relations during
Roosevelt's administration.

The British were na

turally concerned that their naval superiority should
not be lost to a nation which already possessed the
most formidable army in Europe.

While Roosevelt

appreciated Whitehall's alarm, he also recognized
that the Kaiser, too, would wish to have an adequate
navy.

The President's efforts to build-up the

American fleet predisposed him to envy the German
success rather than to fear it.

Hence, during his

time in office he did not take sides with Great
Britain in regard to the naval rivalry with Germany.
With reference to Roosevelt's choosing Great
Britain rather than Germany for imperialist cooper
ation, Miss Peters overlooks the fact the United
States was not involved in Africa or the Near East
where rival Anglo-German interests created the most
friction.

In the Far East Roosevelt and the Kaiser

did cooperate in the two most important issues
involving Asia during Roosevelt's administration,
the Open Door notes of 1904- and the Russo-Japanese
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war. ^

In the Caribbean area, Roosevelt did not

choose to share America 's primary sphere of in
fluence with any nation.

Moreover, the British

obliged the United States by accepting the HayPauncefote treaty in 1901, thereby relinquishing
British interests in the proposed isthmian canal.

26

America 's acquisitions in the mid-Pacific did not
touch Germany's vital interests and in at least
one case, the disposition of the Samoan archipelago,
an amiable arrangement was concluded in 1899.^
The taking of the Philippine Islands by the United
\
po
States was a disappointment to Berlin* but because
of the circumstances involved in this acquisition,
it hardly seems feasible to write that German-American rivalry was decisive.
In 1924 Tyler Bennett, an American writer,
revealed for the first time the fact that Roosevelt*
6
2

P rll.8. to Elihu Root, February 16, 1904, in
T.R. Letters, IV, p. 731.
26
Beale, op. cit., p. 109.
^ I b i d . , p. 6 4 .
2p
"Chancellor von Bülow to Ambassador (Washington)
Theodor von Holleben, July 1, 1898, in Die Grosse
Politik der Europäischen Kabinette, 1871-1914. Edited
by Johannes Lepsius et al~ (Berlin: Deutsche Ver
lagsgesellschaft für Politik und Geschichte, 1927),
XV, pp. 44-45. Hereafter cited as G.P..
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had agreed to an informal alliance with Japan in
2°)
1905. ' Miss Peters used the revelation to prove
that Roosevelt sought to work with Japan, Great
Britain's alliance partner since 1902, in order
to draw closer to Britain in Par Eastern affairs.
This conclusion was sound, but the primary purpose
more likely was an attempt to win Japanese friend
ship for America's own Far Eastern policy.

The

United States, like Britain, saw that Japan was
the oriental power that had to be reckoned with if
western trade with China was to be preserveu.

To

conclude that the secret pact was primarily directed2
*
9
29

Tyler Dennett, "Roosevelt's Secret Pact with
Japan", Current Histor^. XXI (October, 1924), pp.
15-21. The occasion for this informal alliance
was William Howard Taft's conversations with the
Japanese Prime Minister Count Katsura in July, 1905.
Taft promised joint action with Japan and Great
Britain if need should arise and Roosevelt subse
quently wired his Secretary of War that he approved
of the promises. The "secret pact" was strictly
an executive agreement and was never tested, in the
Far East or in the United States Senate. Dennett
believed it was sound policy except for the fact
that it did not call upon Japan to specify what she
would do in return for American support. Dennett's
sources for this disclosure were the original tele
grams exchanged by Taft and Roosevelt, found by
Dennett in the Roosevelt papers in 1924. Beale,
or>. cit. , p. 158, agrees with Dennett's conclusions
and the validity of the evidence. Samuel F. Bemis,
A Diplomatic History of the United States. 5th ed.
(JNew York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965), p.
4Q3, also accepts Dennett's research in a rather
notable exception to Bemis' general readiness to see
a great deal of sham in Roosevelt's words.
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against Germany's ambitions in China seems far
fetched and oblivious of the facts of the situation.
German lease-holds in China were left undisturbed
until the World War.

Moreover, the secret pact

was nullified by the Russo-Japanese agreement of
1907 and by the anti-orientalism of the West Coast
during the second half of Roosevelt's administration.
Miss Peters has concentrated on the diplomacy
of the Russo-Japanese War in order to show that
Roosevelt was hostile to Germany's pursuits at that
time.

The Kaiser and his ministers were torn be-

\

tween conflicting desires regarding Russia.

Quite

naturally they hoped that Prance's Dual Alliance
partner would be sufficiently weakened to make her
less of a threat in eastern Europe.

At the same

time, the Emperor had dreams of re-establishing a
league of the principal monarchies of Europe.

The

ill-fated Bqdrko agreement of 1905 was a manifestation of that wish.

Wilhelm also had some personal

concern that his fellow-autocrat should not be5
0

50

The Kaiser and the Czar signed a mutual secur
ity pact for Europe when the;/ met while cruising in
the Baltic near Bjbrko in June of 1905. The ulti
mate purpose was to negate Russia's alliance with
France. The Czar's ministers quickly repudiated
the agreement when they learned of it and von Btilow despaired of making it operative.
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threatened by revolution in the wake of Russia's
defeat at the hands of the Japanese.

Wilhelm and

von Billow eventually became anxious for Roosevelt
to exert his influence to stop the war because they
feared that if France and England were to intervene
as peace mediators the result would probably be
inimicable to Germany's Far Eastern position.^1
Thus, the Wilhelmstrasse sought to use Roosevelt
to protect its own interests.

Roosevelt, of course,

was anxious to end the war for his own reasons
which, incidentally, were not deleterious to Ger\

many's interests in the Far East.

However,

if the

German pressure on France regarding Morocco is
viewed as a result of her estimate that Russia was
a liability to France in 1905, Roosevelt's concern
that the Far Eastern problem not be exploited by
European nations seeking to upset the balance of
power can be interpreted as harmful to Germany's
policy.

Roosevelt, however, cannot be faulted for

this concern since it was a sound and pacific atti
tude.

In so far as this interpretation reveals

Roosevelt's policies, they were neither "inflammatory",
•51

Chancellor von Billow to Kaiser Wilhelm II,
January 4, 1904, in G.P., XIX (i), pp. 88-89. Also,
T •R» to John Hay, January 12, 1905, in T.R. Letters.
V, n. 1100.
------------
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nor "flamboyant", as Miss Peters contends.
Roosevelt's primary objectives in acting to
end the war were to protect American interests in
the Far East by re-establishing a balance of power
and to stop a conflict between "civilized nations"
52
which to him was a "catastrophe".
John Hay
paraphrased Roosevelt's opinion when he wrote:
...it is equally to the advantage
of Germany and America that Japan
should succeed, but not too over
whelmingly— that Manchuria should
be restored to the Chinese, with
the Open Door— but that there
should be sufficient strength left
on both sides to guarantee fair
treatment to other nations.?5
Roosevelt acted as energetically to bring
about direct negotiations between the Japanese
and the Russians at Portsmouth as he did in any
question of foreign affairs during his presidency.
The Kaiser, for his part, exerted himself to con
vince Nicholas II that peace through Roosevelt's
mediation would be to Russia's advantage in the
summer of 1905»

Both the Emperor and the President

were sincerely appreciative of each other's efforts

^ T.R. to Henrv Cabot Lodge, June 16, 1905, in
T.R. Letters. V, pp. 1221-3.
^ J o h n Hay, MSS. "Diary", in the Library of
Congress. As quoted in Beale, on. clt. , p. 272.

5e»
to terminate the war.

Roosevelt testified to this

when he wrote to Spring-Rice, one of Wilhelm's most
persistent critics.
In my letters to you I have some
times spoken sharply of the Kaiser.
I want to say now that in these
negotiations he has acted like a
trump. He has clone everything he
could to make the Czar yield and
he has backed me up in every way,
and I thoroughly appreciate how
he has behaved.34
Actually the degree of cooperation between Roosevelt
and the Kaiser reached its high-point during the
preliminaries to the Portsmouth peace conference.
The obvious reason for that friendship was that
both Roosevelt and the Kaiser believed their own
best interests were beino- served.

Roosevelt's

activity and his gratitude to the Kaiser help to
disprove that he was a persistent and avowed enemy
of Germany.

Further proof for this contention is

furnished by Roosevelt's service to the Kaiser in
the same year when he helped assure the Japanese
that Wilhelm was not referring to them as "the
Yellow Peril.

*4
- T.R. to Cecil Spring-Rice, September 1, 1905,
in T.R. Letters, V, p. 1.
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T.R. to Ambassador Kotoro Takahira, May 1?,
1905, in T.R. Letters. IV, p. 1182. Roosevelt
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Miss Peters' final topic by which she tried to
convict Roosevelt of consistent enmity for Germany
and the Kaiser was the President's role in the
Algeciras settlement of 1906.

According to Miss

Peters, Roosevelt's basic objectives were to protect
the newly formed Anglo-French entente ana to support
what he considered the just claims of France in
Morocco.

This conclusion cannot be disputed since

the American delegate, Henry White, was instructed
by Secetary of State Elihu Root to support the
French but not to lead their fight.

Roosevelt

also made his position clear regarding the conference
when he wrote:

"While I want to stand by France I

want at the same time to strive to keep on fairly
good terms with Germany.""'

Allan Kevins has esti

mated that Roosevelt and Root had no intention of*
7
6
5
passed on to the Japanese the avowal by the Kaiser
that the charges were "false and infamous". The
"Rally Telegraph A f f a i r " o f 1 9 0 8 a l s o w i t n e s s e d
Roosevelt *s assistance to the troubled Kaiser.
This matter will be taken up in a later chapter.
56
Elihu Root to Philip Jessup, dune 1, 1930.
As quoted in Philip Jessup, Elihu Root. (2 vols.;
New York: Dodd, Mead & Co. ,' 1938), II, p. 58. Also
in Beale, op. cit. , p. 372.
57

T.R. to Joseph H. Choate, August 16, 1905, in
T.R. Letters, IV, p. 1302. Choate was originally
scheduled to be the chief American delegate at Algeciras but was assigned to serve instead at the
Hague Conference of i907.
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supporting what ultimately was the fate of Morocco
as a French protectorate.
He [Roosevelt] aid not wish to pro
mote the "Tunisification" or peace
ful penetration of Morocco, but in
stead desired it to remain an auton
omous country, with no European
power in sovereign control. This is
evident from the emphasis in Root's
dispatches upon the undesirability
of any spheres of influence.
Thus, it can be seen that in looking at the Moroccan
crisis from two vantage points Roosevelt had as his
objective (1) to support moderate French claims in
Morocco while (2) also acting to preserve a degree
of Moroccan sovereignty.
The objectives of Germany, or more particularly,
of von Billow and von Holstein, in this issue were
to weaken the Entente Cordiale and to score a dip
lomatic victory over France.

The Anglo-French a-

greement concerning Egypt and Morocco helped con
vince the Wilhelmstrasse that a policy of encircle
ment was being pursued by the western democracies.
Miss Peters has interpreted Germany's program re
garding Morocco as a justified attempt to shatter
zq
the Einkreisung.y- It should be noted that the
68
Allan Nevins, Henry White: Thirty Years of
American Diplomacy.
(New York: Harper & Bros.,
I960), p. 278.
^Peters, op. cit. , p. 124.
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Kaiser did not favor forcing France's hand in Mor40
occo,
but von Bülow finally succeeded in pursuing
his diplomatic game until it seemed to many obser
vers that war was imminent in the summer of 1905.
The Chancellor was successful in forcing France to
agree to holding an international conference to
determine the status of the powers in Morocco, von
Bülow having taken the initiative in soliciting
Roosevelt's aid in securing a conference.^

Roose

velt; in turn, played a moderately significant role
in the preliminaries when he heloed convince the
French that an international conference was desirable and necessary.

Later when the conference

appeared to be stalemated and on the verge of dis
banding (March, 1906), Roosevelt intervened again,
in decisive fashion when he pressured the Kaiser
and Germany into agreeing to French ana Spanish
joint control of the police in Moroccan ports.
Germany capitulated when it became clear that only4
2
1
0

40

von Bülow, Memoirs, II, p. 117.

41
Von Bülow to Ambassador Speck von Sternburg,
February 25, 1905, in G.P., XX (i), pp. 256-7.
42
T.R. to Speck von Sternburg, June 25, 1905,
in T.R. Letters, IV, p. 1256. The letter referred
to here quoted Prime Minister Rouvier's reply to
Ambassador Jusserand in which it is acknowledged
that Roosevelt's influence helped France toward
agreeing to the conference.
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Austria would support the German program for final
¿LX

settlement. '
Miss Peters sought to prove that Roosevelt's
support of France in the entire crisis was decisive
in encouraging Great Britain to remain totally com
mit tea to Paris.

At best, this juagment overesti

mates Roosevelt's importance and influence in Euro
pean power-politics.

Certain other factors also

militate against Miss Peters' judgment.

The Ger

man Ambassador to London had reported to von Billow
as early as April, 1905, before the peak of the
44crisis, that Lord Lansaowne
had promised France,
"all the support necessary against
German demands" in Morocco. "

'unreasonable'

Moreover, even with

the British cabinet change to a Liberal Party gov
ernment in December of 1905, the entente with France
was preserved and was made more substantial with4
*
3
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Von Bülow to Speck von Sternburg, March 19,
1906, in G .P ., XXI (i;, pp. 88-89. Also in T .R .
to .-vhitelaw Reid, August 28, 1906, in T.R. Letters,
V, p. 249. Roosevelt threatened to reveal all of
his correspondence regarding the consultation be
tween himself and the German government if Germany
allowed the conference to collapse.
44
British Foreign Secretary in Conservative
government until December, 1905.
Z|_H
^Ambassador Hugo von Radolin to von Bülow,
April 25, 1905, in G.P.. XX (ii), pp. 342-3-
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the inception of "conversations" regarding military
cooperation.
Miss Peters supported her conclusion that
Roosevelt was working in 1905 and 1906 to aid
Britain when she wrote that Senator Lodge relayed
to London Roosevelt's opinion that the Kaiser did
not intend to go to war over Morocco.
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This

information supposedly convinced London that it
could continue to support Prance, and to Miss Peters
it was another example of Roosevelt's dishonesty
toward Germany.

However, it is difficult to under

stand how this message to the British was a disser
vice to the Kaiser, even when taking into consid
eration that it may have helped the British to con
tinue to support Prance.

When one considers how

the Anglo-German rivalry touched on practically
every question of international relations in the
era here discussed, Roosevelt's support of a pacific
policy was an asset to both sides.
Roosevelt was aware of the fact that Germany
did not fare well at the Algeciras Conference and
47
he was quite content with the apparent results.4
*
6
46

Peters, op. cit., p. 150.

^ T.R. to Whitelaw Reid, Auerust 28, 1906, in
T. R. Letters, V, p. 260.
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Many of his letters prior to the agreement to hold
the conference reveal that he was very concerned
that war aid not result from the tension that had
been created.

It would be unwarranted to hold that

Roosevelt directly served Germany's purposes in the
Moroccan crisis, but certainly a more favorable in
terpretation than that of Miss Peters can be deduced.
The German historian, Erich Eyck, believed that
Roosevelt was actually trying to help Germany restore
harmony with France in his policy prior to the con
ference.

Eyck wrote that the President's conver

sations with Ambassador Jusserand helped quiet the
French fears of Germany's intentions.

¿là

Moreover,

Roosevelt helped save Germany from something worse
than a diplomatic defeat at the conference table
when he pressured the Kaiser into agreeing to the
final settlement at Algeciras.

Eyck believed von.

Bñlow's entire Moroccan policy was fatuous and the
graceful retreat Roosevelt insured was the best the
Germans could expect. If one were to seek the reason why Miss Peters
took such a ¿jaundiced view of Theodore Roosevelt in4
9
8
48
Erich Eyck, Das Personlich Regiment Wilhelms
II, p. 409.
49

"Ibid., p. 427.
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his relations with the Kaiser and Germany, three
factors would emerge as the keys to her interpre
tation.

As already mentioned, the mood of German

historiography in the 1930's was rabidly national
istic and Miss Peters' work reflects this mood.

A

second factor would have to be Roosevelt's definite
anti-German sympathies after World War I began.
And finally, it seems that Miss Peters adouted the
anti-Roosevelt sentiments of George Sylvester
Viereck, whose book Roosevelt, A Study in Ambivalence,
castigates its subject for being so adamant in de
nouncing the Kaiser and Germany during the w a r . ^
Viereck's bitterness was somewhat personal since he
had visited with Roosevelt on several occasions
prior to 1914 in an effort to recruit the then for
mer president to speak favorably of Germany before
the war.

Miss Peters possibly did not know of

Viereck's book on Roosevelt since she only lists a
periodical article by Viereck in her bibliography.
Nevertheless, there is a striking feimilority be
tween the sentiments and interpretations supplied
by both authors.
Miss Peters concludes that Roosevelt's friendship3
0
30
George S. Viereck, Roosevelt, A Study in Am
bivalence . (New York: Jackson Press, 1920).
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for Germany was a "myth".

Like Tacitus and other

ancient historians, she failed to see any develop
ment in a personality or a changing response to
varied conditions.

Alfred Vagts has written in

his renowned study of German-American relations
that Roosevelt's admiration of the Kaiser and his
willingness to work with Germany were sincere.
However, relations between the nations were "fragile"
and the cooperation and period of good feelings
manifested in connection with the Russo-Japanese
61
War did not survive the Moroccan crisis.'
Thus,
\

Vagts saw development where Miss Peters could only
find an unvaried enmity;

The Moroccan crisis had a

profound effect on European diplomacy and, to a
lesser extent, on the relations between Germany and
the United States.

It helped change Roosevelt's

opinions of the Kaiser but how these attitudes
changed in 1906 and later is the subject of the
final chapter.

51'Vagts, op. cit. , II, p. 194-8

CHAPTER III
THE COURSE

OF

THEIR RELATIONSHIP
PART I

The personal relationship between Theodore
Roosevelt and Emperor Wilhelm II rested principally
on individual acts of courtesy toward each other
and on the spirit of cooperation which they dis
played.

This chapter will review the course of

their friendship during Roosevelt's presidency and
beyond to their 1910 meeting in Berlin.

Part two

of this chapter will survey some of the diplomatic
dealings between Germany and the United States which
throw light upon the relationship of the two men.
There can be little doubt that from the time
Roosevelt ascended to the presidency the Kaiser was
as consistent as that notoriously inconsistent in
dividual could be in seeking American good-will.
Even before Roosevelt attained national office,
Wilhelm had vetoed several proposals involving
German imperialism which would have antagonized the
Americans.

He rejected an offer to purchase a

harbor area in the Dominican Republic in 1897 because
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he thought it would only create friction.'1' During
the Spanish-American war the Kaiser had toyed with
the idea of lending support to the Spanish monarchy
but ultimately rejected any such action:

"We should
O
put ourselves in wrong with the Americans,"
Al
though the Kaiser had doubts that the United States
could be drawn into a firm alliance, he continually
courted Americans and American friendship,^

Yon Billow

wrote in his memoirs:
When all the extravagance and ex
uberance were deducted, the pursuit
of the best possible relationship
with America on the Kaiser's part
was perfectly clear.4
Emil Ludwig has written that Wilhelm sought Roosevelt's
friendshin because the latter represented, "a powerful country".

15

This estimate can be accepted but it

■^Michael Balfour, The Kaiser and Hi.s Times.
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1964;, p. 221.
p
"As quoted in Ernest R. May, Imperial Democracy:
The Emergence of America as a World Power. (Lew York:
Harcourt, Brace & World, 1061)', p. PTF.
x

-Alfred L.P. Dennis, Adventures in American
Diplomacy, 1896-1906. (New York : E .9. Dutton, 1928) ,
pp. 123-4.

4.

Bernard H. von Billow, Memoirs of Prince von
Billow. Translated by F.A. Voivht. (4 vols. : Boston:
T o P t T e , Brown & Co., 1931-32), I, p. 660.

5

Emil Ludwig, Wilhelm Hohenzollern. Translated
by Ethel C. Mayne.
(Lew York: G.P. Putnams, 1927),
p. 434.
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is also true that the former "Rough Rider" exercisea,
"a quite particular fascination over the Kaiser."6
When Roosevelt succeeded McKinley in 1901,
the Emperor immediately directed the German Embassy
in Washington to extend felicitations, thus acting
first of all the accredited nations. ' This initial
gesture by the Kaiser was followed by an invitation
in January of 1902 to Alice Roosevelt to christen
the Emperor's yacht, The Hohenzollern. which was
Q
being built in an American shipyard. ' When the
President accepted the honor for his seventeen-year
\

old daughter, the Kaiser announced that his brother,
Prince Henry of Prussia, would be the Imperial rep
resentative at the launching.

Although the President

was not pleased with all the fanfare attending the
9
visit,' he eventually acknowledged that the Prince

von Billow, Memoirs, I, p. 6S8.
7
'Kelson M. Blake, "Ambassadors at the Court of
T.R.", Mississippi Valley Historical Review, XLII,
(September, 1955), p. 182.
g
'Howard K. Beale, Theodore Roosevelt and the
Rise of America to World Power. (Baitimore: John
Hopkins University Press, lc>56), p. 432.
9
'Theodore Roosevelt to William Howard Taft,
January 18, 1902, in The Letters of Theodore Roosevelt.
Edited by Elting E. Morison, et al.
(8 vols.; Cam
bridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1951), III,
p. 219. Hereafter cited as T.R. Letters.
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had been a "splendid fellow", and useful visitor.

10

The Kaiser's motives were quite obvious but that fact
detracted little from the good-will intended.

The

third friendly effort of the first year of Roosevelt's
administration was the gift of a statue of the most
illustrious of all the Hohenzollerns, Frederick the
Great.

Presented in May of 1902, several months

passed before the embarrassed Roosevelt decided the
new War College grounds would be an appropriate lo
cation for the likeness of the storied warrior.1
111
0
2
These three tangible attempts to demonstrate
\

friendship were only part of the Kaiser's personal
campaign.

Throughout his reign he was fond of enter

taining American diplomats and millionaires.

Von

Billow records that whenever Roosevelt's name was
mentioned the Kaiser would exclaim, "That's my man!" "
When the Venezuelan dispute of 1902-03 dissipated much
of the amiability generated by the Kaiser's early
efforts, the Emperor and his ministers obliged Roose
velt by sending his friend, Herman Speck von Sternburp1, to Washington in spite of the fact that he did

10

T.R. to Whitelaw Reid, March 3, 1902, in
T.R. Letters, III, p. 237*
^Blake, op. cit. , p. 183.
12 von Billow, Memoirs, I, p. 658.
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not have the social status or diplomatic ranking
generally required for the post of ambassador.

Be

cause Roosevelt was disposed to work very closely
with foreign representatives whom he admired, the
appointment of a close friend to the German Embassy
was an important development at a time when there
was much manuevering to win American friendship.
Its significance was not lost on the American press
when the Washington Times noted:

"Emperor Wilhelm

has chosen a chum of President Roosevelt to represent
l')
Germany in Washington." y
Two years later in 1905, when Roosevelt was
celebrating his inauguration, the Kaiser sent another
statue to the President, no doubt symbolizing what
the Kaiser considered an intimate friendship.

Roose

velt's own words describe his "gratitude".
It is a little ungraciotis for me
to aad what I am about to add:
but I cannot resist saying that
the worthy Kaiser sent me an enor
mous bronze bust of himself,
weighing nearly a ton, and which
caused me real anguish until I
found an accomodating Art Gallery
that was willing to stow it away
in a basement.1^

15
As quoted in Blake, op. cit♦ , p. 189.
^T.R. to T.H. Warren, June 7, 1916, in T.R.
letters, VIII, pp. 1057-8.

This gesture which accompanied the beginning of
Roosevelt's own full term in office was only one of
several tangible measures designed to please the
President.

In 1905 the exchange of professors be

tween Harvard and the University of Berlin was in
augurated with the enthusiastic blessing of the two
heads of state.

The Kaiser also sent a unique col

lection of casts of medieval German sculpture to
Harvard, Roosevelt's alma mater.

Another token of

friendship was the Kaiser's waiving the rule prohib
iting German diplomats to marry foreigners when an
15
American woman was involved. " Although these steps
were of rather minor consequence, there is scant
room for doubting the Kaiser's sincerity.

He truly

believed he had a friend in Roosevelt and his con
fidence was not wholly unfounded.

He gave expression

to this confidence writing to another cherished
friend, Czar Nicholas II, when, referring to Roose
velt, he wrote, "...we are very intimate with each other."

^William H. Dawson, The German Empire: 186?1914. (2 vols.; New York, Macmillan, 1919), II, p7 411.
"^Emperor Wilhelm II to Czar Nicholas II, July
3, 1905, in Die Grosse Politik der EuronBischen
Kabinette, 1871-1941. Edited by Johannes Lepsius
et al. (Berlin : Deutsche Verlagsgesellschaft ftlr
Politik und Geschichte, 1927), XiX £ii] , p. 442.
Hereafter cited as G.P..
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velt and the Kaiser reveals they indulged in rather
the effusive language which characterized much of
the informal prose of the period.

Each was extremely

solicitous of the other and one must consider the
conventions of the period when appraising their
correspondence.

Practically every missive contains

mention of gratitude for the other's efforts to
promote cordial relations.

The Kaiser's letters

were sometimes indiscreet or close to it, in spite
of the efforts made in Berlin to intercept the more
19
"fantastic" messages.
Several of Roosevelt's
replies were explicitly designed to allay the
Kaiser's fears and suspicions which were made known
1R
to his friend, the President."
One of Roosevelt's proudest deeds was the
sending of the

"'W h ite

the world in 1907•

Fleet" on its voyage around

It was the sort of display both

men loved and the Kaiser aid not miss the opportunity
to send his congratulations to Roosevelt at the time
or to compliment his guest when Roosevelt visited

17

Beale, op. cit., p. 436, note,

^
R. to Emperor Wilhelm II, January 8, 1907,
in T.R. Letters, V, pp. 542-3.
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19
Berlin in 1910, y

Wilhelm also thought the voyage

of the fleet would help Germany's and America's
position in the Far East, thus showing that his
admiration was mixed with

a

bit of self-interest.

Evidence of the Kaiser's

20

persevering friend

ship for Roosevelt extends to as late as 1912.

In

a conversation with his American dentist, Wilhelm
said he still had the, "greatest admiration" for
Roosevelt, and he hoped that the Bullmoose standardbearer would win the election of 1912.

He also

stated one of the reasons for his continuing regard:
What I admire about Mr. Roosevelt
most is the fact he has the great
est moral courage of any man I
ever knew.21
The vicissitudes of the anarchic international pol
itics prior to 1914- seemingly had not changed the
Emperor's opinion of Roosevelt.

A note of irony

emerges from this quotation since "moral courage"
was one quality which several commentators observed

19
20

Beale, op. cit., p. 529.

Emperor Wilhelm II to Prince von Billow, De
cember 30, 1907, in the Letters of Prince von Billow.
Translatea by Frederic Whyte. (London: Hutchinson
& Co., Ltd., n.d.), p. 227.
21
As quoted in Arthur N. Davis, The Kaiser As
knew fTim. (New York: Harper & Bros. , 191b),
p. 1 5 0 .
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as the most noticeable difference between Roosevelt
and the Emperor. 22
Whereas the undulations of Weltpolitik did not
seem to dampen the Kaiser's ardour for Roosevelt,
the latter changed his estimate of the Kaiser accor
ding to his conception of American interests.

Roose

velt had spent several months in Dresden in 1872-73
and he always retained a fondness for the German
people and their traditional virtues of studiousness
27>
and a sense of duty.
In 1897 when Roosevelt was
Under-secretary of the Navy on the eve of the SpanishAmerican war, he was auifce involved with imperialism
and had already formed an opinion, though tentative,
about Germany's search for colonies.
I am by no means sure that I heartily
respect the little Kaiser, but in his
colonial plans I think he is entirely
right from the standpoint of the Ger
man race.24
In spite of this example, it would seem that Roose
velt was several years away from a settled opinion
of the Kaiser.

Further examples can be cited showing

^ Suora., Ch. 1, pp. 3-5* Cf. comments by Gol.
E.M. House, John Morley, and Emil Ludwig.
p’Z

'Theodore Roosevelt, Autobiography.
Scribner's, 1913) i PP« 23-26.
on

(New York:

'T.R. to Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, August 13, 1897,
in T.R. Letters. I, p. 644.

7?
his audience and the mood of the moment affected
his appraisal.

In 1899 he wrote to Speck von Stern-

burg in a typically effusive manner about Wilhelm.
He is far and away the greatest
crowned head of the present day.
He is a monarch-- a King in deed
as well as in name, which some
other kings are not. He is a fit
successor to the Ottos,the Henry?,
and the Fredericks of the past. -5
While one may doubt the total sincerity and may
ridicule the accuracy of this statement , it is
clear from this quotation and from, other examples
that Roosevelt did consider the Kaiser the only
monarch with real talent.
To show how Roosevelt vacillated in his opinions
it is possible to cite another estimate which he
wrote only two months after the above quotation.
Although his reply to an American naval officer who
had warned him of the German threat in the Caribbean
is not diametrically opposed to his earlier state
ment, it certainly would not have released Wilhelm
or Speck von Sternburg.

He wrote:

"I have always

regarded Germany while the present Kaiser lives as
our most probable serious enemy."*
7
2
25

T.R. to Herman Speck von Sternburg, November
27, 1899, in T.R. Letters, II, pp. 1097-98^ T .R. to W.W. Kimball, January 9, 1900, in
T.R. Letters, II, p. 1150.
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When Roosevelt settled in Washington as VicePresident he became considerably more temperate in
his remarks on foreign affairs and on Germany in
particular.

To the German Consul General in New

York, Dr. Karl Buenz, he said he was "particularly
anxious" to keep on friendly terms with the Kaiser
and Germany because he had, "a hearty and genuine
liking for the Germans both individually and as a
P9
nation." ’ A short time later Roosevelt wrote to
Spring-Rice that:

"The more I have heard of the
Kaiser the more my respect for him has grown." 28
The Venezuela affair of 1902-03 imperiled the
incipient friendship that was growing between Roose
velt and the Kaiser but both men were able to glaze
over the hostility that arose .

When Speck von

Sternburg was assigned to Washington, his friend,
the President, was moved to say:

"The only man I

understand and who understands me is the Kaiser."

29

The explanation for this utterance stems from the
fact Sir Mortimer Durand, the British Ambassador in

P^T.R. to Henry Cabot Lodge, June 19, 1991, in
T.P. Letters, III, p. 98.
^ T.R. to Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, July 3, 1901,
in T.R. Letters, III, p. 108.
29

^Ambassador Herman Speck von Sternburg to Ger
man Foreign Office, September 27, 1904, in G.P.,
XIX [if] , pp. 541-2.
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Washington,was not entirely to Roosevelt’s liking
since 'Durand was unable to pursue the vigorous life
and was reluctant to serve occasionally as Roose
velt's own assistant as was the case with Ambassador
Jusserand and Speck von Sternburg. •30 The Kaiser's
speedy compliance with Roosevelt's wishes for
settling the Venezuelan debt dispute also could have
inspired Roosevelt's opinion.
In 1905 when the Moroccan crisis and the RussoJapanese war were both coming to critical points,
stories came back to Roosevelt that he was under the
influence of the Kaiser.

The possibility that these

rumors were intentionally started by Englishmen in
their efforts to bolster their country's standing in
Washington is not an unlikely supposition.

In con

sequence of the rumors, Roosevelt went to great
lengths to deny such a situation when he wrote to
Spring-Rice, who was then assigned to the British
Embassy in St. Petersburg.
Of course in a way I suppose it is
natural that my English friends,
from the King down, should think I was
under the influence of the Kaiser,
but you ought to know better, old
man. There is much that I admire
about the Kaiser and there is more
that I admire about the German
Blake, op. cit., pp. 182-89, nassim♦
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people. But the German people
are too completely under his rule
for me to he able to disassociate
them from him, and he himself is
altogether too jumpy, too volatile
in his policies, too lacking in
the power of continuous and sus
tained thought and action for me
to feel that he is in any way such ,,
a man as for instance Taft or Root,
Roosevelt could express quite different sentiments
when he believed he could serve a worthwhile
purpose.

When he sought to apply balm to the troubled

relations existing between Germany and France after
Theophile Delcasse had been forced to resign as
Foreign Minister over the question of his Moroccan
policy, Roosevelt turned to flattery in order that
the Kaiser might exert his influence for a lessthreatening posture in Berlin.

In a letter to Speck

von Sternburg but with phrases obviously intended
for the Emperor's eyes, he wrote:
I am not merely a sincere admirer
and well-wisher of Germany, but
also of His Majesty.
I feel that
he stands as the leader among sov
ereigns of today who have their
faces set toward the future, and
that it is not only of the utmost
importance for his own people but
of the utmost importance for all
mankind that his power and leadership for good should be unimpaired. "
. to Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, May 13, 1905,
in T.R, Letters, IV, p. 1177.
^ T.R. to Herman Speck von Sternburg, June 25,
1905, in T.R. Letters, IV, p. 1256.
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In the second chanter of this paper it was
shown that Roosevelt's favorable opinions of the
Kaiser reached their apogee in 190H after they had
cooperated on the preliminaries of the Portsmouth
peace conference, only to have Germany's attitude
at Algeciras destroy the rapprochement the following
spring.

Shortly after the Treaty cf Portsmouth was

signed on August 30, 1 9 0 5 , Roosevelt himself fur
nished the summary of the first four years of their
relationship as heads of state.

He wrote in November

of that year that when he had taken office there
was considerable antipathy toward Germany in the
United States because of apparent German expansionist
activity in South America, but because he had im
pressed the Kaiser with America's determination to
uphold the Monroe Doctrine, intercourse between the
two nations was much improved.

Referring to the

Emperor, Roosevelt wrote:
He has always been as nice as possible
to me...and has helped me in every way,
and mv relations with him and the re
lations of the two countries have been,
I am happy tox^ay, growing more close
and friendly.^

^Beale, op. cit. , p. 30?.
^T.R. to Sir Cecil Soriny-Eice, November 1,
190S, in T.R. letters, V, p. 6?.

Quite obviously an era of good-feeling followed the
the period in which Roosevelt and the Kaiser had
worked together for a common end.
Roosevelt's mature, reasoned judgment on the
Kaiser, which survived till events in 1908 forced
an alteration, is contained in a letter to Henry
White, America's chief delegate at Algeciras,
written four months after the conference disbanded.
Selection of this quotation as an important state
ment is based on a consideration of Roosevelt's corr
espondent and on the conformity of his words to his
actual relations with the Kaiser to that time (August,
1906

).
I admire him, respect him, and like
him.
I think him a bis man, and on
the whole a good man: but I think
his international and indeed his
oersonal attitude one of intense
ee-oism. I have always been polite
with him, have done my best to avoid our taking any attitude which
could possibly give him legitimate
offense, and have endeavored to
show him that I was sincerely friend
ly to him and to Germany. Moreover,
when T have forced him to give way
I have been sedulously anxious to
build a bridge of mold for him, and
to give him the satisfaction of
feeling that his dimnity and repu
tation in the face of the world were
safe.55

^T.R. to Henry White (American Ambassador to
Rome, 1Q04-1Q06:
to Paris 1907-1909), August 14,
1906, in T.R. Letters, V, p. ^56.

A short analysis of this statement is appropriate.

The recioient of the letter was the man Roosevelt
considered, "the most useful man in the entire aiplomatic service,"'

and who was also the recipient

of some of the President's most confidential letters.
The conformity of his past actions to his words is
evident in the many letters in which he wrote fav
orably of the Kaiser but with some reservations.

It

is also evident that when there was a clash of in
terests such as in Venezuela or at Algeciras, Roose
velt did, "build a bridge of void" by praising the
Kaiser for his cooperation and wise actions.

After

he had helped persuade the Wilhelmstrasse and the
Kaiser to accept the final settlement at Algeciras,
he publicly gave credit to Wilhelm for helping to
keep the peace, in a speech considered to be, "...
57
a tactful effort to cloak the German defeat."
"Intense egoism" was an apt description of the
Kaiser's behavior in many instances and Roosevelt's
occasional use of flattery was obviously directed
at this characteristic.

Since their relations did

56
•

Years

■Bros . ,

As q u o ted in A lla n N e v i n s , H e n r y W h ite :

o f

A m erican D ip lo m a c y .
195 0 ) , h r o n t p i e c e .

(hew

York:

T h irty

H a rp e r'll

57
Ibid., n. 279.
Roosevelt's speech was to a
meeting of veterans of German descent.
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remain cordial, Roosevelt was on safe ground when
he said he had not given him, "legitimate offense".
Even if the warning issued to Ambassador von Holleben
at the time of the Venezuelan affair was as strong
as Roosevelt later claimed, it at least was not
made public for many years. ■ 5"8
If one were to wonder how Roosevelt could write
he "admired" and "respected" the Kaiser while, at
the same time, consider him troublesome and egotis
tical, perhaps Roosevelt furnishes an answer in a
letter to Outlook magazine in April of 1918.

In a

reply to a request to submit an article on his know
ledge of Wilhelm, Roosevelt declined, saying:

"I

wouldn't be willing to do so. LIy criticism of him
-59
is on his public actions."7
Roosevelt implied he
did not consider an article on his personal relations
with the Emperor relevant or in good taste.

Since

their relations had always been on the level of
gentlemen he did not believe the Kaiser's personal*
9
3

^ Beale, op. cit., p. 428.
39As quoted in Edward Wagenknecht, The Seven
v
Worlds of Theodore Roosevelt. (New York: Longmans,
Green & Go., 1958J, p. 24^. The letter cited does
not appear in the Morison edition of his letters.
Wagenknecht also writes that Roosevelt objected to
an article on the Kaiser entitled, "The Beast of
Berlin", which was published in 1918.
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life was a fit subject during a time when war
propaganda pictured the Germans as "Huns". 40
During his last year in office, Roosevelt had
an opportunity to perform another favor for the Kai
ser.

It should be recalled that in 1907 the Presi

dent had sent several of Wilhelm's more pacific com
munications to the American Ambassador, Whitelaw Peid,
in London in order to help quiet British apprehension
4T
of the Kaiser's ambitions.
On August 8, 1908 Oscar
K. Davis, a reporter for the Dew York Times, called
on the President to seek his advice regarding the
pending publication of an interview journalist William
B. Hale had been granted by the Kaiser. 42 Hale's ver
sion of the interview ouoted the Kaiser giving expres
sion to his most grandiose suspicions and fears.

In

what Roosevelt later called Wilhelm's "red dreams of4
2
*
0

40

Until 1918 Roosevelt believed the Kaiser was
merely a tool of German militarists in 1914. The
private publication of German Ambassador (London)
Prince Lichnowsky's Meine Londoner Mission persuaded
Roosevelt that Wilhelm shared more of the guilt than
he had formerly trough j . Roosevelt aid not know of
the Lichnowsky memorandum when he refused to write
about Wilhelm. Cf. T.R._Letters, VIII, pp. 13^1 and
1553, editor's notes.
Supra, Ch. 2, p. 76.
42

T.R. to Elihu Root (Secretary of State, 19081909), August 8, 1908, in T.R. Letters, VI, pp.
1163-64.
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glory", 48' Hale was told the United States would
soon have to go to war with Japan and that Germany
and Great Britain would also have to fight each
other.

He criticized the Russian troops who had

been beaten by the Japanese and assured Hale that
German battalions would have triumphed.

Wilhelm

sooke disdainfully about his uncle, Edward VII,
and of the British ruling- class in general.

In an

even more fanciful diatribe, he told Hale that
Archbishop John Ireland of St. Paul was really a
Jesuit and not loyal to the United States.

Wilhelm

also criticized the Roman Catholics in the Empire,
a very unwise act because of the strength of the
Center Party.

All these wild statements and more

besides convinced Roosevelt that publication, "...
could do no possiDle gooa and might do a great deal
of harm", both in Germany and abroad.'4’4

The New

Pork Times accepted the President's advice and the
story was not published.

Only two months later

October 28, 1908), however, the London Dally Telep:raph published a similar incendiary interview the4
6

46
T .R • to A .H . Lee, October 17, 1908, in T.R.
Letters, VI, p. 1294.
T «p . to Elihu Root, August 8, 1908, in T.R.
letters. VI, pp. 1163-64.

Kaiser had given to a British subject in 1907.

45

This

celebrated incident provoked a crisis for the Imperial
government in Berlin and for the Kaiser, as well as
exacerbating Anglo-German relations.

"A committee of

the Federal Council even discussed the possibility of
advising him (Wilhelm) to abdicate."

There was also a

demand the chancellor be made responsible to the
Reichstag.^
Roosevelt 's judgment regarding publication of the
Bale interview was prompted by his experience in at
tempting to allay British suspicions of the Kaiser's
intentions.

It was also an unsolicited favor for Wil

helm since the President knew such a revelation would
cause extraordinary bitterness in Ber]in.

Roosevelt

decided that only his most trusted friends should have
an account of the interview.

47
'

The Emperor's Foreign

45

"Virginia Cowles, The Kaiser. (New fork:
Harner and Row, 1963), p. 2p6.
46
Erich Brandenburg, From Bismarck to the World
War: A History of German Foreign Policy, 1870-191H.
(Delhi, India : S7 Chand , n .d D ", p . 218. Von Pttlow
eventually lost the Kaiser's support and the chancel
lorship as a result of the affair.
^ T.R. to Henry White, October 17, 1908, in T.R.
Letters, VI, p. 1292. Roosevelt enclosed the letter
to Arthur H. Lee in the dispatch to White of the same
date. Lee, a friend from Rough Rider days and later
a civil lord of the Admiralty, was told of the Kaiser's
interview with Hale. White was instructed to show the
letter to Lee and then to destroy it. The Daily Telegraph article made Roosevelt's precautions unnecessary.
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Office ana von Billow were not as watchful as Roose
velt in protecting Wilhelm from himself in October
when permission was granted for the Daily Telegraph
publication. 48
The whole issue of the two interviews and the
subsequent storm createa by the London revelation
had a profouna effect on Roosevelt 's ooinion of the
Kaiser. 'In several of his letters in the autumn of
1908 he admitted that his confiaence in the Kaiser
was shaken.

Though he did not believe the Emperor

had any intention of starting a war he was appre
hensive that a conflict might result from the same
kind of impulsive behavior that produced the press
49
interviews.
His qualified regard for the Kaiser
was undoubtedly lessened but he could still add a
post-script to a letter to Ambassador Reid stating:
"I really like him, ana in a way admire him (the
Kaiser), I wish he would not have brain storms."
Prom London, Reid informed the President of
the reaction to the episode;

Balfour, op. cit., pp. 290-293^ T.R. to Arthur H. Lee, October 17, 1908, in
T.R. letters. VI, pp. 1292-93^ T.R. to White law Reid, Becemuer 4, 1908, in
T.R. Letters, VI, p. 1410.
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The general feeling in Germany is
that the Emperor plunged from one
extravagance to another, hoping
to make people forget his last mis
take .51
From this information combined with Roosevelt's own
experience, he told his son, Kermit, that the inter
views were, "...no worse than scores of similar

50

things he, Wilhelm, had done before."^

What the

entire affair demonstrated was that when Wilhelm
perpetrated his most infamous indiscretion, Roose
velt had had enough experience in dealing with the
Kaiser to know his unpredictable temper and to eval
uate it calmly.

Although the affair diminished

Roosevelt's qualified esteem, there remained enough
admiration mixed with curiosity to make his visit to
Berlin in 1910 a detour worth taking.
Two other topics which touch the personal re
lations between Roosevelt and the Kaiser were also
of concern in 1908.

In trying to conclude an arbi

tration agreement with Germany, Roosevelt made use of
his personal influence on the Kaiser when he urged
Wilhelm to give his personal approval.

Roosevelt told*
2
5

^Whitelaw Reid to T.R.. November 12, 1908, in
Roosevelt MSS., Library of Congress, "Letters Received
File", No. 137.
52
"T.R. to Kermit Roosevelt, November 22, 1908,
in T.R. Letters, VI, p. 1375*
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the Emperor that he could understand that some Eurooeans misrht be indifferent toward friendship) with
a nation of the New World but he honed that the
Emperor would continue to display the same friendly
attitude that he had in the past."'

In a subsequent

letter to the Emperor, Roosevelt commented that
France, Great Britain, Spain, Italy, and Japan had
concluded arbitration treaties with the United States,
and Germany's reluctance to do the same might be con
strued in Washington as a sign Berlin was ill-disposed to treat with a republic.

Although America

and Germany never did conclude an arbitration pact
55
while the Hohenzollern was on the throne,
the
lengthy negotiations to establish such a procedure
to settle disputes reveal that the personal relations
between Roosevelt and the Kaiser were a factor in
German-American relations.
At the same time that Roosevelt was recommending
the arbitration treaty to Wilhelm, the President was
also a party in the controversy that arose over the

^ T.R. to Wilhelm II, April 4, 1908, in T.R.
Letters, VI, p. 992.
^ T.R. to Wilhelm II, May
letters, VI, p. 1025.

6,

1908, in T.R.

"^Editor's note. T.R. Letters, VI, p. 1023.
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appointment of David J. Hill to the American Ambas
sadorship in Berlin.

Word had reached the press

in both Germany and the United States that the Em
peror privately opposed the choice of Hill because
he did not have the wealth that had made Charlemagne
Tower, Hill's predecessor, one of the most popular
ambassadors in Berlin.

Roosevelt was angry over the

press stories which he thought were the responsibility
of Tower.

Wilhelm assured Roosevelt, through

Ambassador Speck von Sternburg, that Hill was ac
ceptable, while denying that there had ever been any
objection to the appointment.

This message settled

the matter nublicly and in reply Roosevelt thanked
the Kaiser for his "wise" handling of the "misunder
standing".

The President also wrote:

"It has been

a very real pleasure to me to be able so often to
5P
cooperate with you and to second your efforts."'

It

^°T .R . to Ambassador Charlemagne Tower (Berlin),
April 3, 1708, in T.R. Letters, VI, pp. 989-91.
Henry P. Pringle, Theodore Roosevelt (New York:
Harcourt, Brace & Co. , 1931) •> PP* 4-88-89, believes
Roosevelt sacrificed Tower, whose departure from
Berlin was advanced at the President's request, in
order to please the Emperor.
^ T.R. to Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, April 11, 1908,
in T.R."Letters, VI, p. 1002.
■^T .R . to Wilhelm II, April 4-, 1908, in T.R.
Letters, VI, pp. 992-3»
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is evident from this episode also that the friend
ship existing between the two men helped settle a
controversy, albeit minor, which had arisen in
German-American relations.
Roosevelt's five days in Berlin in May (10-15th)
of

1910

furnish much of the material for rendering

a further judgment on his relations with the Kaiser.
After emerging from Africa the celebrated hunter
journeyed through Europe, receiving honors and wel
comes which had seldom been given to a private cit
izen.

Since the African safari was scheduled to take

an entire year, he was at first reluctant to prolong
his trip by visiting the major capitals of Europe.
After accepting an invitation to lecture at Oxford
in May of

1910

invitations.

he could not fail to accept other
Roosevelt earlier had worried that the

Kaiser's feelings would be hurt if he did not stop
in -Berlin, ^

but after his itinerary had been ar

ranged to include the Kaiser's capital he wrote to
Henry White, "I have grown really to look forward to
seeing him.

He is one of the most interesting and pow

erful figures we have seen in public life in our d a y . " ^
^ T.R. to Henry White, September 10, 1908, in
T.R. Letters, VI, p. 1290.
^ T .R . to Henry White, October 16, 1909, in
Kevins, op. cit., p. 9 0 0 .
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Though the previous year's debacle had shaken his
confidence, Roosevelt's curiosity was still lively.
Sir Edward Goschen, the British Ambassador to
Berlin, furnishes an interesting comment on Roose
velt's arrival in Berlin which emphasizes the Kai
ser's remarkable esteem for his guest as well as
his errant enthusiasm.
It seems to be the Emperor's in
tention to meet Roosevelt at the
station on his arrival.
I can
hardly believe it...I know that
His Majesty wished to do so, but
I had heard that his entourage
were so much against it that he
had given it up.61
Although the Kaiser was dissuaded from his plan
he did give a large banquet at Potsdam for Roosevelt.
On May 11, the Kaiser treated Roosevelt to a review
of his troops and to the staging of a sham battle.
Altogether five hours were spent in the saddle, a
position which did not seem to prevent constant
conversation.

Roosevelt said the Emperor "talked

steadily", ' but on a picture showing the two men*
2
6
^ A s quoted in Cowles, on. cit. , pp. 281-2.
62
T. R. to heorsre Otto Trevelyan (British Author
from a famous family), October 1, 1911, in T .R . Let
ters , VII, pp. 348-399. This .remarkable letter ful
filled Roosevelt's promise to Trevelyan to describe
his journey from the time he left Africa till his
arrival in Great Britain.
It was also intended for
posterity. This letter hereafter cited as T.R. to
Trevelyan.
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at the review, the Kaiser inscribed:

"The Colonel

of the Rough Riders lecturing the Chief of the
German Army." v

Henry White, who accompanied Roose

velt, reported to his wife that durino- the review
the Emperor paid a "signal act of homage" to his
guest when he said:
Roosevelt, mein Freund. I wish to
welcome you in the presence of my
guards: I ask you to remember that
you are the only private citizen
who has ever joined the Emperor in
reviewing the troops of Germany.64
Roosevelt was impressed by the obvious efficiency
of the German forces and also by his host's courtesy.
The major event of the Berlin visit was Roose
velt's speech at the University of Berlin on May 12.
He spoke to a capacity audience, remarkable by oiar
standards since the students were given a holiday
in honor of the former Chief Executive.

Hail Colum

bia glückliches Land accompanied the procession of
the faculty, the heads of the university, the Emperor,
and Roosevelt, who was dressed in ein fachen Bli'rgerrock. ^ *
6d

As quoted in Stefan Lorant, The Life and Times
of Theodore Roosevelt. (Garden City: Doubleday &
Go.", 1959), p. 527. The five pictures of the two
men taken at the review were inscribed by Wilhelm
and given to Roosevelt.
64
As quoted in Revins, op. cit., p. 502

.

May

^Norddeutscher Allsremeine Zeitunsc, (Berlin),
1910, p. 1.

15,
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After delivering his address, Roosevelt received
an honorary Doctor of Philosophy degree.

The speech,

entitled, "The Uplift of Rations", was a panoramic
view of the history of civilizations in which .Roose
velt emphasized the contribution of scientific
knowledge and discovery to man's progress.

The tone

of the speech was one of optimism and there were
several references to the glorious history of his
hosts.^
The most interesting comment that is available
regarding the speech comes from Prince von Billow's
memoirs but his comments also create a difficult
critical problem.

Von Billow was not present at the

address but saia that a friend told him of the cere
mony.

According to the former Chancellor, the

speech "...was certainly a disappointment to His
67
majesty."
Lawrence F. Abbot, who was Roosevelt's
secretary on the entire trip, was present but his
only comment on the speech was that Roosevelt himself
did not consider it outstanding but more of an ex
ercise to show the "Berlin pedants he could be as6
66

Theodore Roosevelt, Theodore Roosevelt's
Speeches in Europe. (New York: 0.8. Hammond Co.,
1910;, pp. 30 - 0 9 . An identical cony of the speech
is also contained in Roosevelt's History as Litera
ture.
(New York: Scribner's, 19137.
67von Billow, Memoirs. I, p. 659.
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scholarly as they." “

Another author writes that,

"the Kaiser seemed to like i t . " ^
The essence of the problem created by von Billow
stems from his quoting of a part of Roosevelt's ad
dress which cannot be found in any available cooy
of the Berlin speech.

Von Bfllow attributed the

following to Roosevelt:
The {'Mayflower] was small and had
but a small crew. But as freight
she bore a load of principles which
were to transform the world:
the
idea of religious freedom, the
fundamental rule that a human being
should determine his own relation
ship to his God without allowing
the influence of any hierarchic
authority as mediator. And she
bore as well the erreat axiom that
men themselves may, and should,
determine their own earthly rulers,
...since they do not neea a rule
of absolutism imposed upon them by 7n
the unfathomable decrees of heaven.'
These words or anything remotely similar are not
contained in the Berlin address or in any of the
other speeches Roosevelt delivered on his European
tour.

The only portion of von Billow's reference to
68

Lawrence F. Abbot, Impressions of Theodore
Roosevelt. (New York: Roubleday, Page & Co., ]Q19),
p. 2 ^ .
69
Lorant, op. cit., p. 525. This book is
principally a pictoral history by a compiler. He
writes that von Billow was present, a rather obvious
error. The book is not documented.
70
von Billow, Memoirs, I, pp. 659-60.
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the speech which is safe to accept is his des
cription of Roosevelt's manner and appearance:
"Roosevelt began...in a particularly loud and in
cisive voice...and showing all his teeth."7:!

In

the absence of corroboration of von Billow's quo
tation and by taking into consideration that such
an attacK on divine right monarchy in Berlin, with
the Kaiser in the audience, would be a grave breach
of etiquette, to say the least, it seems unlikely
that von Billow's citation can be accepted.7 "
The Kaiser furnishes a curious sequel to the
discussion of the possibility of Roosevelt denying
the efficacy of divine right monarchy.

Speaking in

historic Königsburg in August of 1910, only three

71 Ibid.
72
A letter from Elting E. Morison, editor of
T.R. Letters, to the author, June 29, 1967, states:
"Knowing what I d o , I can be reasonably sure that
he held the opinions which von Billow attributed to
him: but also knowing him, I find it very difficult
to believe that he would have chosen Berlin in 1710
to give expression to these opinions to an audience
which contained the Kaiser." There are several
plausible reasons why von Billow reported the speech
inaccurately. He may have received a false report
himself. He might have done it in order to leave
a record which would be embarrassing to his former
superior, who he generally describes in unflattering
terms throughout his memoirs. George P. Gooch in
Studies in Diplomacy and Statecraft. i,London:
Longmans, Green & Co., 199-2), does not consider von
Billow the most faithful guide to the Wilhelmian era.
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months after Roosevelt's Berlin speech, the Kaiser
extolled his grandfather, Emperor Wilhelm I, and
said that his crown, "...was accorded him by the
will of God alone and not by parliament or by any
assemblage of the people..."'"

Perhaps the company

of a citizen of a republic inspired Wilhelm to re
sort to this panegyric to the house of Hohenzollern.
Roosevelt committed himself to another task to
be performed in Berlin in addition to his speech.
Andrew Carnegie, the American steel tycoon and phi
lanthropist, had importuned Roosevelt to speak to
the Emperor about a new peace proposal which would
involve limitation of armaments, compulsory arbitra
tion of international disputes, and a council of
nations.

74

Roosevelt had been reluctant to perform

this mission because of his un-official position
and also because he was not in sympathy with Car
negie's "internationalism".

When Carnegie enlisted

Elihu Root to draw up the program to be presented
to the Kaiser, Roosevelt withdrew his objections.
Root's letter to Carnegie which outlined the program7
4
3
73
H is

Wilhelm II, The

S p eec h es.

York:

74

E d ited

Germ an E m p ero r as Show n in
b v C h r i s t i a n G a u ss'.
(N ew

Scribner's, 1915;, p. 281.

T»R« to Andrew Carnegie, February 18, 1910,
in rn*R. Letters. VII, p. 47-4-8.
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and the manner in which it should be presented was
forwarded to Boosevelt according to plan.

Root

said, "I do not know anybody who would be more
likely to make a lodgement in the Emperor's mind
with this idea than Theodore Roosevelt."7-" The
tactics to be employed called for Roosevelt to avoid
preaching to the Kaiser but to impress .him with the
singular opportunity he was offered before the world
to take the lead in ending the arms race.

Root and

Carnegie believed Germany was the chief obstacle to
finding a workable solution to the expensive and
tension-fraught international scene.^

The second

phase of Roosevelt's mission was to discuss the
Kaiser's reaction with British political leaders at
American Ambassador Reid's home after Roosevelt
arrived in Great Britain.

77
'

Carnegie's project scarcely had a chance in Ber
lin.

When the Wilhelmstrasse learned from Vienna

that Roosevelt intended to confer with the Kaiser
about arms limitation, the German press immediately

75
As quoted in Burton J. Hendrick, The Life of
Andrew Carnegie. (2 vols.; Garden City: Doubleday,
Doran & C o ., 1932), II, p. 529.
7^Ibid., p. 328.
77Ibid.
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let it be known that discussion of such a delicate
op
topic would not be welcome. w These government—
inspired stories confirmed Roosevelt's belief that
the mission was hopeless but he nevertheless ful
filled his promise to Carnegie and Root.

When he

mentioned the subject to Wilhelm, in the presence
of the Chancellor, Theobald von Bethmann-Hollweg,
Roosevelt was told that the German people upon
whom the Emperor and the ministers depended for
support would never agree to limiting the Empire's
ability to protect her rights on land or sea.

Be

cause of the lack of accomplishment in Berlin,
Roosevelt was not disappointed when the meeting
with British officials was cancelled due to the
death of Edward VII on May 7, 1910.^
What the entire episode points out is that
many people believed that Roosevelt had singular
influence on the Kaiser.

This belief was probably

justified but when this influence was to be used for
a program in which neither Wilhelm nor Roosevelt
believed, the "particular fascination" which von
Billow noted was not a sufficient catalyst.

Another*
9
7

^ T.R. to Trevelyan, p. 377*
79
' "T .R. letters. Appendix IV, Vol. VIII, p. 1469.
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result was revelation to Roosevelt that the "AllHighest" was not as powerful as his guest once
thought.
"Of course ray chief interest at Berlin was
in the Emperor himself.
80

ful man."'

Pie is an able and power-

Doubtless Roosevelt was impressed by

Wilhelm’s charm, vitality, and extraordinary efforts
to please his ecuest but the flaws in the Emperor's
character seem to have made a more lasting impres
sion.

The private conversations between the two

men totalled eight hours in length, ranging over a
wide variety of topics.
Wilhelm was particularly anxious to learn of
his image in the United States.

Roosevelt told him

that if the Raiser was an American politician he
would be successful and would have his delegates
PI
backing him.
Evidently Roosevelt did not choose
to tell his host what many Americans thought of his
behavior as a German "politician".

Roosevelt noted

that there was an element of make-believe in the
Kaiser's estimate of power in the Imperial govern
ment but he really had no illusions about his being
OA
T.R. to Trevelyan, p. 394.
8]Ibid., p. 393.
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an absolute sovereign.

The exaggeration of his

own power, Roosevelt observed, generally arose
from a comparison of himself with other sovereigns.
The visitor was favorably impressed with the
op
Kaiser's "advanced social views",
and with the
humor and modesty he displayed when discussing
subjects he knew well.

However, on topics in which

the Kaiser was only a dilettante,Roosevelt thought
he showed false pride and a lack of candor.

Roose

velt also formed the opinion that in spite of the
advanced system of social insurance in Germany, the
mass of the people was discontented because of the
political system.
Almost inevitably the two men discussed domestic
and religious morality and on this subject their
thoughts coincided.

On the subject of international

morality *oosevelt wrote later that their ideas were
completely asunder but he did not specify how they
differed.

Ahen the subject of "peace movements" was

brought up they both agreed on a dislike of the pro
posals of Carnegie and the Czar, who had issued the
formal invitations to the Hague conferences.

&2Ibid., p. 598.
^Ibid., p. 595.
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Much of the conversations between Roosevelt
and the Kaiser were concerned with Anglo-German
84
relations.
At Berlin Roosevelt acquired first
hand observation on the Emperor's strange, ambiva
lent attitude toward the land of his mother and
grandmother, Queen Victoria.

The American noted

that the Kaiser's attitude alternated between love
and envy, hate and a sense of superiority.

When

the Anglo-German naval rivalry was discussed Roose
velt was surprised to learn that his host appreciated
the British anxiety and he asked Roosevelt to tell
any British statesmen he visited that he did not
object to Britannia's rule of the waves.

Prom these

candid conversations with the Emperor, Roosevelt
formed the opinion that Wilhelm had no intention of
attacking Great Britain but he did not think the
Emperor's attitude was "...free from menace",85 and
he anticipated that if Germany's fleet was ever the
equal of Great Britain's, Whitehall would likely be
84,.
Memorandum by Chancellor Theobald von BethmannHollweg, May 14, 1910, in G.P., XXVIII (i), p. 320.
von Bethmann-Hollweg confirms the tonics discussed
noting that Roosevelt's main interest was discussing
Anglo-German relations. He also noted that Roosevelt
thought Germany, Great Britain and the United States
could insure peace. The Kaiser anreed.
85 T.R. to Trevelyan, p. 396.
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faced with the same bullying tone that von Bfilow
used with France in 1905 in the Moroccan crisis.
Roosevelt's opinion on the German's attitude
toward himself and the United States is significant
because it must have had an influence on his atti
tude toward the World War.

He thought that his

reception in Berlin was "correct" and "cordial" but
not nearly as enthusiastic as in other parts of Eur
ope.

He did not think the Germans liked him because

he represented a country which was a rival and one
which was not as well-organized as Germany.

Perhaps

a bit of Roosevelt's pre-disposition to value effic
iency as a prime virtue in an industrial society
prompted this observation.

He also thought the Ger

man considered the United States as inordinately
fortunate in their resources and location.86
After Roosevelt left Berlin for his visit to
Great Britain to lecture at Oxford and to represent
President Taft at Edward VII's funeral, he had two
more occasions to converse with the Kaiser, who
also attended the last great pageant of its kind.8*'7

8 6 Ibid.,

p. 591.

on

'Kevins, Henry White, p. 505« White accompanied
Roosevelt in Berlin for a portion of the visit and
later joined him again in London. He was with Roose
velt when he met the Kaiser and his account of the in
cident is generally conceded to be the most reliable.
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A meeting was arranged for the afternoon of May

19

at Buckingham Palace where the Kaiser was staying.
Roosevelt was extremely busy calling on friends and
he did not relish another visit with the Emperor.
When Roosevelt called on the Kaiser at the palace
Wilhelm was absent, much to Roosevelt's relief.
lust as Roosevelt was about to leave after leaving
a message, the Kaiser arrived in his coach.

The

Kaiser leaned out of the window, shouting,
My dear friend,
have arrived in
and should have
distressed if I
visit.

I am so glad to
time to see you,
felt greatly
had missed your

He jumped out of the vehicle, "with animation", and
said, "It is a great piece of luck.

I have an hour

to spare, ana we can have a good talk together."
Roosevelt replied:

"Oh, I am sorry to say I

have not an hour to spare nor anything like it, for
I have a great deal to do this morning."
Wilhelm asked:

Whereupon

"How much time can you give me?"

In

characteristic fashion Roosevelt immediately said:
"I'll give you twenty minutes.
The same evening, May W t h , at a reception for
visiting dignitaries, Roosevelt met the resplendent

88Ibid.
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Emperor again.

He was vastly amused at the way the

Kaiser lorded his prestige over the other royal
heads present.

Wilhelm tried to act as shepherd for

Roosevelt at the reception, steering him away from
persons the Kaiser did not like and taking great
pride in the fact he was considered "intimate" with
the distinguished American.^
After the funeral on May 20th Roosevelt stayed
on in Great Britain until the 10th of June but he
did not see the Kaiser again before sailing for
90
America.
The entire sojourn in Europe was a
huge success for the ex-president.

The United States,

only recently recognized as a world power, sent its
most storied former president to the Old World and
the curiosity, the acclaim, and the adulation visited
upon Roosevelt was due to the person and to the
country he represented.

This fact was not lost upon

the recipient of the honorary degrees and the elab
orate speeches of welcome and hospitality.

Though

he enjoyed himself thoroughly, Roosevelt longed to
return home.

More significantly, after his return

he felt less confidence in the governments of Europe*
0
9

'QIbid., p. 304.

90
' T.R. Letters. Appendix IV, Vol. VIII, p.

1469.
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and particularly the crucial center of power, Berlin.
Soon Roosevelt was immersed in Republican and Pro
gressive politics and the relationship with Emperor
Wilhelm ceased to be of even passing significance.
Roosevelt's notable letter to G.O. Trevelyan
contains a judgment which may be considered his fi
nal words on the subject of the Kaiser.

After con

cluding that the Emperor sometimes acted as a "bully"
in international affairs but was apparently sincere
in stating he would cooperate with the United States
and Great Britain for world peace, Roosevelt obser
ved:

"I would not rep-ard him nor Germany--- as a

pleasant international n e i g h b o r . T h i s

observation

coupled with the knowledge that the Kaiser was not
the all-powerful ruler Roosevelt had once thought
him to be, seem to be the most significant points
which form a conclusive statement on their relations.
Looking at the Kaiser's reaction to the Berlin
and London meetings, the honors he bestowed upon
Roosevelt and his anxiety to talk with his friend
serve to confirm the consistent sood-will which the
Emperor had displayed since Roosevelt succeeded to
the White House in 1901.

In a dispatch from London

91 T.R. to Trevelyan, p. 599.
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to the Wilhelmstrasse while Boosevelt was still in
Oreat Britain, the Kaiser reported practically
everything Roosevelt had said to him, demonstrating
QP
the regard he had for Roosevelt's opinions.'
Shortly after the Kaiser returned to Berlin he again
alluded to Roosevelt when he wrote, "genau was Rooseveldt sagt", on the margin of a Foreign Office docu-

93

ment. "

The conclusion to be gained from all the

evidence available suggests that Wilhelm's respect
and admiration for Roosevelt remained untarnished.
He obviously had no way of knowing that Roosevelt
no longer had the same high regard for the Kaiser.*
3
9

92_
nmperor Wilhelm II to Bethmann-Hollweg, Mav
20, 1910, in G.P., XXVIII (i), pp. 327-8.
93
^Comment by Emperor Wilhelm II on dispatch
from German Ambassador Marschall von Bieberstein
(Constantinople) to Bethmann-Hollweg, May 30, 1910,
in G.P.. XXVII, p. 249. The document was concerned
with Great Britain's role in the Hear East.

PART II
A. study of the personal relationship between
Theodore Roosevelt and Emperor Wilhelm II must
fïive some attention to the course of German-American
relations during the period Roosevelt served as
President.

Did their friendship have any appre

ciable effect on German-American relations?

The

answer to this question tends to lean toward the
negative.

Although it is ouite clear that both

men sought to improve relations between the two
countries, there was a continuing spirit of un
friendliness in each nation toward the other.
On the American side of the Atlantic, there
were many oeople who considered Germany's expan
sionist program a threat to the M o n r o e Doctrine
and to the "Open Door" policy in the Par East.
Likewise, there were many Germans who considered
the Monroe Doctrine a galling piece of arrogance
for a nation which had recently acouired the coveted
Philippine Islands in the far Pacific.

The stories

of German unfriendliness toward the United States
during the Spanish-American war also continued to
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be a factor in German-American relations.- 1 More
over, both countries maintained high protective
tariff barriers which aroused ill-will in sections
of both nations.

In German?, conservative sup

porters of imperialism and navalism occasionally en
gaged in anti-republicanism and anti-Americanism in
their newspapers and pamphlets.

At the time

Roosevelt was being sworn-in as Chief Executive
some German papers were publishing some anti-Amer06
ican articles.It was against this background
that Roosevelt and the Kaiser began their personal
relationship.
Roosevelt himself furnishes an answer to the
question of whv Germany and the United States co
operated with only transitory results cturinv the
period under discussion.

Only five months after he

had become President, Roosevelt wrote that relations
between Germany, Great .Britain, Prance, and Russia
were too tense and volatile for him to be confident
94.,
May, op. cit. , pp. 197-216, passim.. The ap
pearance of a German flotilla was the most spectac
ular incident which aroused American ire. The Ger
mans may have been fishing in troubled waters but
it is dubious that Admiral von Liederichs had any
hostile intentions.
95
-von Billow, Memoirs, I, p. 660.
96
Blake, op. cit. , p. 182.
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that Germany and the United States could work to
gether with "frank understanding" for an "authentic
97
common end". r These conditions confronted Roose
velt throughout his time in office.
Regarding: the area circumscribed by the Monroe
Doctrine, the official policies of the Wilhelmstrasse
and the Kaiser were not a menace to America's nrimary
sphere of influence.

This opinion is held by most

historians who have written about the United States'
policies in the Caribbean.Qfi

When Berlin agreed to

resort to arbitration in order to settle German
claims against the Venezuelan government in February
of 1903, this action was equivalent to outward, of
ficial recognition of the Monroe Doctrine.^

This

is not the place to enter into a discussion of the9
8
7
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T.R. to Berman Speck von Sternburg, March 6,
1902, in T .R. Letters, III, p. 240. This letter
was never sent. Apparently Roosevelt changed his
mind about divulging these thoughts to his German
friend.
98

Dexter Perkins, The Monroe Doctrine:_1Q6D1907. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
1937), p. B04. See also, Beale, on. cit. , p. 398;
Dennis, op. cit.. p. 284; Philip C. Jessup, Elihu
Root. (2 voIs.; New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1938),
T, p. 314. Also Charles Tansill, America Goes to
Mar. (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1938), pp. 3-9.
99
Jeanette Keim, Forty Years of German-American
.Relations. (Philadelphia: William J. Dorman Co.,
1919), p. 303.
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severity of Roosevelt's threat to use force against
the German blockading fleet in Venezuela, but it is
obvious that the Kaiser's friendship for Roosevelt
survived this controversial affair.

Speck von Stern-

burg's anpointment to the German embassy in Wash
ington is proof of that fact.

Perhaps Roosevelt's

proudest achievement was the part he played in
assuring the construction of the Panama Canal, a
project which was the pivot of much of his Caribbean
policy.

In this vital issue, Germany offered no

opposition and extended recognition to the newlycreated Republic of Panama within a month of its
birth.Thus,

in an area where Roosevelt was par

ticularly jealous of American interests, Germany's
official policy was sensitive to American oninion.
The Kaiser's efforts to win Roosevelt's personal
friendship can be considered the private adjunct of
Germany's policy of respecting the Monroe Doctrine.
In the Far East, Roosevelt and the Kaiser co
operated to a Treater extent than in any other area.
In calling for guarantees for the integrity of China

i no

William H. Callcott, The Caribbean Policy of
the United States:
1S90-1Q20. (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 19H2), o. 162. The Pan
amanian revolution took place on November 3, 1905
and Germany extended recognition on November 30th.
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and for preservation of the "Open Door" in the
Far East in January of 1905» .Roosevelt1s notes to
all interested nations were issued after the Kaiser
had suggested such a step.101

The bringing together

of the Russian and Japanese delegates to negotiate
a peace settlement in

1 Q05

was, in part, a result

of Roosevelt's and the Kaiser's efforts to influ
ence the Japanese and Russians respectively.102*
5
0
1
Later, in 1907 when there was talk in Europe and
America that Japan was preparing to attack American
interests in the Pacific, the Kaiser offered Roose
velt a base for supplies if a war started.1055

On

numerous occasions Roosevelt expressed the wish
that Germany and the United States could work to
gether in the Par East.10"1

However, he also hoped

to work in harmony with Great .Britain and because
101 u ,
Beale, op. cit. , p. 455*
102
The Kaiser's assistance was two-fold. He
helped persuade the Czar himself and he instructed
German officials in St. Petersburg to assist the
American Ambassador, George von Lengerke Meyer, who
was acting as intermediary between Roosevelt and the
Czar. Cf. Roosevelt's Autobiography, pp. 586-7. In
the Kaiser's published Memoirs♦ Translated by Thomas
Ybarra (New York: Harper & Bros., 1922), p. 200.
Wilhelm wrote that he brought about the peace settle
ment "with President Roosevelt's assistance".
105
■Wagenknecht, op. cit. , p. 246.
104
Beale, op. cit. , p. 177.
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the Far East was a pawn in the world balance of power,
German-American cooperation in that area was destined
to be limited.

It may be added here that the objectives

of both Roosevelt and the Kaiser were frustrated in the
Far East.

The President sought to establish a balance

of power in the Orient in which Russia and Japan would
act as moderating influences upon each other for the
benefit of all imperialist powers.

The Kaiser wished

to exploit Russia 's involvement in the Far East in
order to lessen Russia 's importance in the European
alliance system.

The Russo-Japanese accord of 190?

which delineated their respective spheres of Influence
did much to shatter Roosevelt's and the Kaiser's plans.
Concerning the European theatre of diplomacy,
Roosevelt was most anxious that a war should not erupt
between civilized nations.

The three most important

issues in which Roosevelt's leadership in foreign
policy came in contact with German diplomacy were the
first Moroccan crisis, the Hague Peace Conference of
1907, and the Anglo-German rivalry of the pre-World
War I decade.

It has already been mentioned that

Roosevelt and American statesmen in general supported
the French position in Morocco against the German
counter-claims.

Because of Roosevelt's tact in helpinw

to persuade Berlin to accept the fait accompli in Morocco
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German-American relations did not suffer anv serious
relapse because of Roosevelt's sidins: with the En
tente powers.

Support for this statement is found

in the fact Germany's reaction to the Aleeciras
settlement was to seek ways to weaken the Entente
but not to antagonize America in pursuing this
policy.

^

before the Hague conference met in 190?, .Ber
lin made it known that Germany would not discuss
arms l i m i t a t i o n . A l t h o u g h Roosevelt did not have
erreat expectations for the conference, he at least
honed that a 15,000 ton limitation might be imposed
on all battleships built after 1907.

The Pres

ident also supported an obligatory arbitration agree1OP
ment for adoption at the Hague. ' ' Germany, along1
7
*
5
0
105
-'The ill-fated jBjdrko agreement between Wil
helm and the Czar was designed to nullify the FrancoRussian alliance and to tip the balance of power in
Germany's favor. The Kaiser informed the Czar that
America must not be made to feel menaced by the pact.
Cf. Letters from the Kaiser to the Czar. Edited by
by Isaac D. Levine.
(THew York: F .A . Stokes Co.,
1920), p. 125.
^r)^Luigi Albertini, The Origins of the War of
1914. (5 vols.; London: Oxford University tress,
1955), I, pp. 185-6.
107
T .R . to Sir Edward Grey, .British Foreign
Minister, February 28, 1907, in T.R. Letters, VI,
p. 600.
10gBeale, op. cit. , p. 350.
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with seven other European states, rejected this
part of the agenda as well as the arms limitation
discussions.

The onus of blame for the failure of

the Hague conference fell upon Germany even tnough
several powers were as reluctant as Germany to
countenance restrictions on their armaments. 109
Nevertheless, Roosevelt's hopes and American opinion
ran counter to Germany's position in this popular
issue.
Roosevelt's efforts to pacify the acrimonius
Anglo-German rivalry have been touched upon in sev
eral places in this paper.

The important observation

to be adaed here is that although Roosevelt exerted
his influence often and in many ways, the rivalry
was too fundamental to the direction of Germany's
world-policy for any third party, such as Roosevelt,
to have much effect.

The President's activity in

this issue emphasizes his concern for world peace
and his friendliness toward Germany, the nation
which most Americans considered the reason for the
precariousness of Europe's peace.
In conclusion it can be stated that only in
three issues were the United States and Germany in

109

Brandenburg, op. cit., p. 206.
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apparent conflict.

03,

These were in Venezuela in 1902-

at Algeciras in 1906, and at the Hague in 1907.

No serious rupture in the relations between the two
nations arose from any of these conflicts.

In his

last letter to Wilhelm while still in the White
House, Roosevelt thanked tne Kaiser for his "unvarving friendship", at the same time acknowledging the4German-American relations owed their good condition
to the Emperor's efforts.110

This estimate by the

retiring President was a fair appraisal of the gen
eral outlook of German-American diplomacy.

There is

little reason to doubt Roosevelt's sincerity since
he frequently expressed these sentiments.

Neverthe

less, in looking at German-American relations during
Roosevelt's presidency from the vantage point of a
half-century after World War I, the conclusion is
inescapable that no significant ties were established
between the governments or peonies of the United
btates and Germany which would enlist America on the
side of Berlin when a choice had to be made in the
most crucial of all issues, war.

T.R. to Wilhelm II, December 26, 1908, in
T.R. Letters, VI, P. 1441.

CONCLUSION
The most obvious reason for the qualified
friendship that arose between Theodore Roosevelt
ana Emperor Wilhelm II was the fact that as headsof-state there would naturally be a certain amount
of contact.

But their relationship reauires more

explanation than this bare fact.

Certainly Wilhelm

was one of the more vociferous, modern advocates of
monarchial solidarity and independence.

Neverthe

less, he developed a sincere respect for Roosevelt.
On the other hand, Roosevelt was an outspoken sup
porter of democratic government, but he too could
admire a monarch who represented a different system.
The Kaiser was congenitally hostile toward republican
leaders in bis own nation and abroad, Roosevelt beingthe main exception.

The American did not have much

use for kings in general, but he believed he could
work with Wilhelm better than with any other crowned
head.
Their are several cogent reasons for this re
markable relationship.

The precarious European bal

ance of power was shifting unfavorably against Germany
after 1900 and the Kaiser hoped to win American
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friendship, or at least neutrality, by courting
Roosevelt.

Roosevelt maintained that he would be

consistent with America's interests and his office
as President if he acted whenever and wherever he
could be of use in insuring world peace and the
progress of civilization.'
Thus, both men felt compelled to seek out the
other's cooperation.

Another explanation for their

relationship was the notable personal magnetism each
man displayed.

Although both of them were cuite

capable of arousing dislike toward themselves in
people whom they met, Roosevelt and Wilhelm were
indisputably two of the most attractive personalities
of their day.
Their similarities in temperament and manner,
which gave rise to many comparisons of the two men,
also contributed to their concern for maintaining
friendly relations.

Though they did not share the

same avocations, the fact that Roosevelt and Wilhelm
had a variety of personal interests provided a basis
for mutual admiration.

Had the Kaiser, like Louis

XVI, been an amateur locksmith instead of an amateur
~"f ♦R . to Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, May 1 3 , 1905,
in The Letters of Theodore Roosevelt. Éditée by
Siting E. Morison et al. (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1951), IV, p. 1177.
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archaeologist, there is reason to suspect that Roose
velt would have thought less of the Emperor.

And if

Roosevelt's interests had been as restricted as those
of his predecessor, William McKinley, Wilhelm would
have found less reason to be attracted by Roosevelt's
personality.
Finally, baron Herman Speck von Sternburg was
instrumental in fosterinv the friendship between
Roosevelt and the Kaiser.

The President was closer

to Speck von Sternburg than he was to anvone else of
German birth and loyalty.

Because Roosevelt's riding

and shooting companion was also totally loyal to the
Emperor, the frequent guest at the White House and
Sagamore Hill was of incalcuable value in representing
Wilhelm to the President.

Thus, their roles as lead

ers, the situation of world politics, their person
alities, and finally, Sneck von Sternburg's position,
can be considered the major reasons for the personal
friendship which has been the subject of this paper.
The nature of the relationshio between Roose
velt and the Kaiser is susceptible to several contra
dictory judgments.

To a certain extent their friend

ship was ephemeral since it did not result in any
joint project of major proportions.

Their cooperation

in helping to end the Russo-Japanese war was not so
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much a joint-action for a common end as it was a pro
ject entered jointly for compatible but different
reasons.

If it was ephemeral, it was also suffic

iently substantial for each of them to be able to
rise above the undercurrent of mutual hostility
present in the German ana the American populations.
It was also substantial enough for each of them to
perform favors for the other.

The appointment of

Speck von Sternburg to 'Washington in 1903 and the
abrupt settlement of the difficulty attending David
J. Hill's assignment to Eerlin in 1908 were examples
of the Kaiser's readiness to accommodate Roosevelt.
In turn, the President's actions regarding the indis
creet interview the Kaiser gave to an American jour
nalist in 1908 ana the letters sent to London to
quiet British suspicions of «Vilhelm's intentions
testify to Roosevelt's regard for the Kaiser, qual
ified though it may have been.

Their similarities

also help to explain the nature of their relation
ship.

Both men aamirea power and wished to wield

power.

Because of their oositions, then, their

relationship can also be considered pragmatic since
each had a healthy respect for the power represented
by the other.
How well Roosevelt and Wilhelm understood each
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other is also of interest in summarizing their re
lationship.

The wora Roosevelt used most frequently

in his opinions of the Kaiser was "admire".

By

this word Roosevelt meant that he thought the Em
peror was a gentleman and was sincerely devoted to
the interests of Germany and of the German people.
These qualities ranked high in Roosevelt's conception
of what a statesman should possess.

The President

also estimated that the Kaiser was impulsive, ego
tistical, and prone to sudden vagaries:

Roosevelt

understood the Kaiser well in this regard.

Roose

velt's judgment that Wilhelm was one of the most
interesting figures in the public life of the time
also rings true, as long as "interesting" and "ac
complished" are not interchanged.

It was not until

1910, when Roosevelt visited Berlin, that he anpreciatea the fact that the Kaiser was not the complete
ruler that Roosevelt had earlier believed Wilhelm
to be.

The American did not trust the Kaiser a

great deal but this attitude was based more on the
Kaiser's temperament than on any evidence that 'Wil
helm had ever tried to deceive Roosevelt.

Even

more important is the fact Roosevelt did not always
take the Kaiser seriously.

In a good many instances

Roosevelt was correct in his judgment, especially in
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regard to the Emperor's warnings to Roosevelt about
the Japanese.

However, when the Kaiser gave expres

sions to his fears that the French Moroccan policy
was a menace to world peace,

Roosevelt's reaction

that the Emperor was having another of his "pipeareams" was a mismeasurement of the situation.

To

write that Roosevelt was something less than con
sistent in his opinions of the Kaiser is putting it
mildly.
Wilhelm seems to have considered Roosevelt a
true friend and a useful one as well.

The Kaiser

was given to writing indiscreet letters to his friend
in the White House, in suite of the fact von Biilow
warned Wilhelm that in the world of politics no one
should be trusted as much as the Emperor trusted
2
Roosevelt.
An interesting point to be made here is
that one can speculate that if the Kaiser had been
less open with the President their relationship
might have been more fruitful.

Wilhelm also did

not seem to realize that the tokens of friendship
which he sent to Roosevelt, such as the bust of him
self, were not the sort of vestures that would make
p

Bernard H. von Biilow, The Memoirs of Prince
von Biilow. Translated by F.a T Vo'ightT ('4' vols.;
Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1931), I,
p. 659.
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the best impression on a man of Roosevelt's tastes.
The Kaiser's understanding of Roosevelt and of Amer
ica's mood from 1901 to 1908 was sufficiently astute
for Wilhelm to avoid taking any actions which would
appear as a threat to American security or interests.
What Wilhelm failed to understand was that Roosevelt
was not in basic sympathy with the Kaiser's form or
manner of government, and that Roosevelt could never
be as much of a friend as the Kaiser wished him to
be or more than American public opinion allowed.
Finally, in spite of the reservations which
Roosevelt had in regard to Wilhelm, it should be
noted that just as Roosevelt seemed to be the Kaiser's
favorite "republican" (with a small"r"), Roosevelt
had a closer and more significant relationship with
Wilhelm than with any’ other foreign head of state,
crowned or uncrowned.

That this friendship did not

result in any significant accord on the major issues
which troubled the world of international relations
from 1901 to 1908 is just that much more testimony
that national self-interest cannot be subordinated.
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